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The empire decline in Africa is well known and spoken about worldwide. The great
kingdoms and what is left of them—the people, culture, lineages, economy, and systems of
governance before colonization—have been studied by different scholars for different reasons.
Rodney (1972) narrates many of the problems in his book: How Europe Underdeveloped Africa.
He details Africa's ruining by Arabs, Europeans, and Africans and captures the impact the
invaders had and the effect on the future development of the great continent. Much of the genesis
from those invasions are relevant to the current displacement crisis globally. (Laporte, Soo, and
Gemie, 2013) express their concern that the wars of the twentieth century uprooted people on a
previously unimaginable scale. The extent was so great that being a refugee became an
increasingly widespread experience. We can consider these crises as systemic in design and
nature yet reflecting psychological deficits.
The United Nations High Commissioner for Refugee (UNHCR, 2019) estimates about
79.5 million forcibly displaced people worldwide. 26.0 million are officially registered as
refugees, while Sub-Sharan African generates more than 26 percent of the registered number;
there are debates from independent monitoring groups such as the Migration Policy Institute
(MPI) and Migration Data Portal on the accuracy of the numbers. While it is not easy to agree on
the number of displaced people coming out of Africa, it is easy to conclude that migrant's
movement on the continent is hard to track also, around half of those displaced are under the age
of 18. There are 56 countries in Africa, and more than half of those countries have no access to
either equipment or displacement database to give an accurate estimate of migrant's movement
on the continent. Furthermore, Africa continued blindly depending on foreign institutions, the
same institutions engaged in agricultural and mineral exploits leading to the genesis of forced
displacement of people from one colonial enclave to another.

(Gillespie, Chaboyer, and Wallis 2007) confirmed: "despite the increase migration of
African people, particularly African women." Eurostat's claims that African refugees are moving
in large numbers across the Sahara Desert and through the Mediterranean Sea lacks substantial
evidence. The group making the moves are mostly voluntary migrants, with a strong desire for
better social and economic opportunities abroad. These are non-disabled men and women
considered economic migrants, and they are minuscule compared to forced and reluctant
migrants, often fleeing as a result of persecution, gentrification, or exploitation while leaving
everything behind.
Conflicts leading to displacement in Africa have serious, lasting effects on wellbeing.
Years of work in different refugee communities highlight the difference in the resilience process
between protracted refugees that end up in multiple countries and those resettled directly from
their home country into the host community. The humanitarian professional assumptions that
refugees with multiple camps experience have ways of internalizing different stages of trauma go
hand in hand with (Agaibi & Wilson 2005) "Trauma impacts an individual identity, cognitive
schemas, and worldview." African refugees resettled by the regional protection program (RPP)
upon arrival are determined to emerge more assertive, more appreciative of life with set goals
and priorities; instead, they are entangled in the abnormality of the U.S. immigration system,
constantly changing due to political disagreement along ideological lines.
There are many studies on how normalization or admission of refugees into the
designated society as a significant contributing factor to re-traumatization because Post-traumatic
growth was never the intention—in most cases, Post-traumatic growth means the ability to put
oneself back in a meaningful way without too many interferences.

As these individuals began the journey of reconstructing their lives, understanding
variations in their responses to adversity might help resettlement agencies and other local
partners redesign intervention mechanisms at the individual level and above the family and
societal level. According to Van Breda (2001), level of functionality, "resilience is the recovery
stage to bounce back, clearly different from thriving, which refers to better-off-afterward." The
claim here is that no refugee is thriving in the United States; they are merely surviving by
learning new skills to enhance interpersonal relationships, serving, and contributing to the
dominant narratives of their new home. Current literature and systematic reviews identify a
failure in the intervention process.
Remedial intervention requires individuals exposed to adversity intermigration to be
involved in the vetting process. Psychologists have touched on survivability among different
refugee age groups, along gender lines, and the overall environmental impact of adversity.
However, no study ever pulls all these strategies together hence the general purpose of the study.
The first stage in migrants' journey after leaving everything beyond begins at a displacement
camp. The second stage deals with the availability of resources at these displacement camps.
Resources are rarely available at camps that humanitarian agencies deem inaccessible, making it
difficult for migrants to stay in such an environment. Migrants at this stage can move from one
camp to the next for more than twenty-five years, using each setback as an affirmation of
resilience. The third stage in migrants' journey, and usually the ones that established their
outward journey out of Africa, is when they meet humanitarian aid workers.
On the global stage, outward movement is necessary to tackle inward thinking of the
populism view of the refugee crisis as a developing country problem, moving it as a debate away
from national to global issues. The realization that no nation is immune from these crises, as seen

with the Syrian refugee overwhelming Europe recently, confirms the crisis's geographical spread
in rich countries. African refugee movement results from the global crisis created by bad
decisions leading to conflicts, insecurity, poverty, and mass displacement.
Nothing is new about the United States' acceptance of refugee-migrants. History has it
that the United States foundation was built on the sweat of cheap labor from forced African
slaves to the massive influx of migrants from Northern European countries hoping to escape
prosecution, closely followed by Southern and Eastern European migrants. All that happen in the
twentieth century. The present immigration crisis is worse than those of the earlier centuries in
terms of human casualties. Right after World War II began in 1939, the Jews escaping the
holocaust from Nazi Germany were denied visas because some aliens might be agents of
Germany trying to infiltrate the United States. The same empathic rhetoric has been invoked by
the current political class while systematically controlling those countries' economies.
Empowerment
Rappaport (1981) suggested that "empowerment is a process," a mechanism by which
people, organizations, and communities gain mastery over their affairs. He further claims that
empowerment will look different in its manifest content for different people, organizations, and
settings. Based on that classification, the cohort of migrants that established contact with
humanitarian aid workers in refugee camps used resilience as an empowerment tool in the face
of traumatic experience, despite the psychological challenges. However, the assumption upon
which the concept of empowerment stands is that power can expand, and by any shared luck, the
individuals in the refugee community will be allowed to will power and used it to benefit their
kins. That is not going to happen while immigration is used as a transitional business model,
where mass displacement is the fuel—conceive this way, refugee empowerment is giving the

host state what Weber (1946) considered as "power is often related to our ability to make others
do what we want, regardless of their wishes or interests." Therefore, when power changes hand,
the immigration system's policies remain operational, with empowerment acting as a change
process. (Riger 1993) "many intervention efforts aimed at empowerment increase people's
power to act." Unfortunately, empowerment intervention cannot succeed without addressing
historical root causes enlivened by sociopolitical actions. Attempts to address these issues must
involve different divergent reasoning. It is necessary to understand empowerment this way, as
we seek to learn about the strategies of survival among resettled refugee populations in the U.S.
Resilience vs. Adaptation
According to Bonanno (2014), "Resilience as an outcome" is exemplified in the uncertain
future. The Jewish community migrated from Germany after WWII and is today a wealthy
immigrant group with political capital in the United States of America. The same sheer
determination exhibited by newly arrived refugees presently remains fruitless. Their
acculturation under the dominant narrative is like the idea of (Ryan 1976) "the generic process of
blaming the victim applies to almost every American problem." Fingers are pointed at refugees
as if the persecution they suffer is their own doing. Even the economic migrant who voluntarily
left their country searching for financial liberation does not deserve any smear campaign. No one
is talking about the collapse of the entire Africa continent due to the harvest that lasted for more
than three centuries.
Generally, Africans are said to be lacking "achievement motivation" tactics toward any
meaningful means to acquire achievement even by the liberal establishment. They dress
prejudice as a sympathetic effort. (Ryan 1976) explains, "stigma that marks victim and accounts
for his victimization is an acquired stigma, a stigma of social rather than genetic origin, the

stigma, defect, and fatal difference products of past environment located within the victim; inside
his skin." As accurate as that might be, especially since it is non-generic. The willingness to
overcome obstacles buried deep in the human subconscious always prevails. (Hitchens 2001),
"Humans are an adaptable species, and this adaptability has enabled us to survive." However,
adaptability can also constitute a threat; we may become habituated to certain dangers and fail to
recognize them until it is too late" To be an African from war-torn countries, to have experience
refugee camp and made it through the Mediterranean Sea, means resilience is more intrinsic than
acknowledged. (Berry, 1998; Blauner, 1972) "It has been suggested that immigration is one of
the main processes that have contributed to the culturally pluralistic nature of many nations."
Indeed, refugee adaption is challenging, but it can also signal hope for a better future, safety, and
security for many without repatriation possibilities. The realization of this possibility is scary,
even though it can always lead to positive social integration. However, the observable
occurrence is that resettled refugees are overly abandoning their home culture for a new culture.
Willingly letting go of the sense of cultural identities further deteriorate social and psychological
well-being and adaptation.
According to García-Ramírez (2010), "liberation psychology permits an understanding of
the acculturative transition as empowerment and self-construction process by which immigrants
acquire a new vision of the world and themselves, transforming both structural conditions and
themselves." This newly gained vision is blinding; it reduces the competencies and capacities
ingrained in resilience. Displaced migrants become refugees after the United States Resettlement
Program (USRP) vet them for state resettlement agencies. The structure of admitting asylum
seekers is rigid; theses design works against resettlers from the get-go. The process of granting

protection to become recognized as a refugee is blatant discrimination. Freire's (1972)
acknowledgment, "oppressors use their humanitarian" to preserve a profitable situation.
Furthermore, "the interest of the oppressors in changing the consciousness of the
oppressed, not the situation which oppresses them." The acceptance of migrants from Africa is
nothing more than experimenting with the slave trade era again. The intention to bring refugees
from Africa to resettle here in the United States on the humanitarian ground usually refuel the
crisis in respective refugee countries. It is an unfair practice that refugees are bid on by
resettlement agencies and have no say in the selection process. The refugees, sitting on the other
side of the traumatic experience, are happy to be selected. From the date of arrival, admission
and allocation to specific cities are coordinated by the Bureau for Population, Refugee, and
Migration (PRM) with the Reception and Placement Program (RPP). Current literature and
systematic reviews identify a failure in this intervention process.
Refugees require humanizing approaches to community integration that promote healthy
levels of independence and connection to the US cultural practices, similar to that of home
communities. For instance, the U.S refugee resettlement agencies' approach to integration
usually focuses on an individual basis where adaptation and survival involve evermore sustained
dependency on those agencies. These services take other possible communal-level approaches to
promote coordinated self-care within the affected community where deeper communal bonds
exist. Instead, a host culture dominates with complex and "none-reachable" profit-making
institutions suffocating home culture practices. Within this context, we must attend to the social
dysfunctionality that occurs beyond an interpersonal stress-adaptation-growth dynamic and
clarifies why research is challenged to understand a more successful refugee cultural integration
experience.

Resettlement Agencies
The sanctuary city of Chicago is one of the domestic host economies in resettling
refugees on humanitarian grounds. The city currently has five resettlement agencies: Refugee
One, World Relief Chicago, Catholic Charities, Heartland Alliance, and Ethiopian Community
Association. Each of the resettlement agencies depends primarily on state funding for operations.
It is important to understand that government equality is different from social equity; both are
essential indicators of the desired change. Although the former alone leads to constraints, while
the latter campaign for total freedom; both have little to no idea what humanizing approaches to
community integration promote healthy levels of independence and connection to home
communities' refugee cultural practices. Refugee empowerment should not be design by
government bureaucracy regarded as resettlement agencies; they are ultimately following
government leads, maximizing what is working, and minimally ignoring what is not—this is at
the expense of what is working is not working for all. The U.S. refugee resettlement program
involves several processes, some overseas and others on the domestic front. There are about nine
non-governmental organizations in Chicago funded by the Department of State to resettle
refugees. These are mostly religious, and some community- based organizations are called
voluntary agenesis (VOLAGS).
•

Church World Service (CWS) religious

•

Episcopal Migration Ministries (EMM) religious

•

Ethiopian Community Development Council (ECDC)

•

Hebrew Immigrants Aid Society (HIAS)

•

International Rescue Committee (IRC)

•

Lutheran Immigration and Refugee Services (LIPRS) religious

•

U.S. Committee for Refugees and Immigrants (USCRI)

•

United State Conference of Catholic Bishops (USCCB) religious

•

World Relief Corporation (W.R.) religious
They are all in the business resettlement support: housing, community orientation;

English lessons as second language training, enrollment in various benefits and welfare
programs; referral to limited social services providers upon arrival. Most benefits are temporary,
lapsing before one year of arrival. Privilege status must be seen for what it is; most religious
organizations, in this case, are hiding under privileged status. Involvement in refugee
resettlement is an abuse of constitutional power—the separation between state and religion. The
direct mixture of both empties' religion of its eternal meaning makes it another cynical power
grab method. Refugee resettlement has always been contentious—complicated and controversial,
to say the least, but the involvement on the ground of religious sentimentality has never helped—
it is a fueling agent for race and religion across other heated intersectionality. Religious
institutions reorganize as a primary institution by the government to support refugee
resettlement—internal, national, at the state, and locally for a decade. The work continues years
after initial arrival. However, this hardly transmits into any meaningful psychological
development for the refugee's wellbeing.
The Purpose of the Study
The purpose of this narrative research is to explore adopted strategies of survival among
refugees resettled in Chicagoland in order to gain an in-depth understanding of their survival
psychology. To compare the usefulness of experiences gained before arriving in Chicago. To
investigate if government interventions are complimenting refugee strategies of survival.
Therefore, in keeping with a strength-based approach, this study's additional objective is to
provide participants with a therapeutic medium to narrate their stories to begin the healing
process. Moreover, a large body of work exists on African refugee displacement; another aim of

this study is to look at the history of conflicts on the continent and sustenance systems. The
results of this research endeavor are intended to be used to create an operational framework for a
better understanding of Refugee Survival Psychology—that is indigenous to refugees based on
their cultural/traditional backgrounds.
Research Questions
•

What are the adopted strategies of survival by refugees in host society?

•

What role do strategies adopt plays in refugee adaptation in the host country? At which
stage is thriving developed?

•

What is the value of maintaining refugee cultural integrity to survival psychology?
RESEARCH METHODOLOGY
The purpose of this chapter is to introduce the research methodology for this qualitative

narrative study regarding adopted strategies of survival by refugees in the host city of Chicago.
The approach will allow for a deeper understanding of refugees' adaptive capacity related to
generative experiences in the social and historical context. The applicability of narrative
storytelling and constructivist interpretive framework are discussed in-depth in this chapter. The
research plan, including the methodology, study participants, data collection, procedures,
narrative research analysis, and ethical concerns, are also primary components of this chapter.
Relationship to the Topic and Participants
The principal investigator's research interests specifically focus on the survival
psychology of African refugees resettled in Chicago. The researcher is familiar with the current
literature on the refugee acculturation process, which is the closest to the research inquiry. The
strategies of survival have not been put together, but different studies have touched on different
areas of refugee survivability in the host communities. The researcher's knowledge of refugee

acculturation comes from volunteering for different resettlement agencies, mutual aid
associations, government, and non-governmental organizations.
According to popular opinion, anti-refugee sentiment appeared to diminish when people
in host communities have a clearer understanding of the circumstances that bought refugees to
the United States. Unfortunately, interventions are not designed to carry along those with antirefugee sentiments. If anything, the sentiment is used to sensationalize along with political
ideology.
Deconstructing the U.S. resettlement system and institution's operational narrative is
what Rappaport refers to as "confronting the paradox." This research will explore the potential
and limitations of community and self-lead strategies. It is also important to critically analyze the
U.S. state-led protection strategies used by resettlement agencies and mutual aids.
Ideological Perspective
A qualitative research approach was proposed for this study. Writing philosophical
assumptions into qualitative study requires the researcher's understanding of the interpretive
framework. Creswell (2018) claims, "in social constructivism individuals seek understanding of
the world." The original of social constructivism cannot be traced back to a single source,
bearing in mind the many possibilities of constructing a philosophical knowledge root of about
three hundred years deep. Although, according to Burr, V. (2003), "in psychology, the
emergence of social constructivism usually dated from Gregen's (1971) paper "social psychology
as history in which he argues that all knowledge, including psychological knowledge, historical
and culturally specific, must extend our inquiries beyond the individual into the social, political
and economic realm for the proper understanding of the evolution of the present-day psychology
and social life. Also, he argues that there is no point in looking for a once-and-for-all description

of people or society since the only permanent feature of social life is that it is continually
changing." The British and North American psychologists agreed on commonality and
differences in social constructivism. Including other interpretative frameworks such as critical
psychology and discursive psychology. Constructivism aligns with social constructivism expect
by fundamental contrast in which constructivist psychologist assures that individual perceives
the world differently and actively creates meaning from events— "from individualized
phenomenal world and unknowable real world." Similarly, personal construct psychology (PCP)
agreed with social constructivism but differed in that it says, "each inhabits a different world and
that it is possible to gain some appreciation of others construction."
The researcher identifies with and operates from a social science lens. In line with social
constructivism, accepting that multiple reality levels exist, individuals construct these realities
with every psychosocial interaction. Thus, to give voice to the individuals in the refugee
community. As co-constructor, the researcher intact with the research participants to gather
experiences shaped by the social and historical context in which these realities are created. The
goal is to understand the complex nature of participant survival experience and use analysis to
provide meaning to interest phenomena.
Regardless of where the socialization is taking place, Refugees, as a social group, create
realities to help shape their everyday lived experience; these realities mix with historical and
cultural facts get entangled to a point. The truth becomes dependent upon the accepted ways of
understanding reality. The reality, depending upon when and where in the world, anyone can
become a refugee; that is a fact. Referring to anyone as a refugee is a "social tag"; it should never
affect personal psychology. However, reality takes on different meanings during displacement,
integration, and resettlement. What was the natural to-do for refugees in adopted countries that

have gone through tremendous change? In relatively recent historical context, acceptance of
African refugee was more colorful, more accepting—the changes within the timespan that last
20years is visible, the effect became psychological.
Qualitative Approach
Qualitative research is a systematic inquiry into social phenomena in natural settings. The
African refugee strategies of survival is a social issue in need of complex explorations. The
researcher intends to use qualitative inquiry is to "focus on participants multiple perspectives and
meaning." To interpret how a quantitative approach cannot easily measure the identified group
experiences aspects of their lives. Using this approach, the researcher becomes the primary data
collection instrument, investigating identified variables, using complex reasoning to examine
why events occur, sustaining events, and what those events mean to the study participants.
Narrative research: understanding human motivations, perceptions, and behavior by
interpreting the stories people tell of themselves and their experiences is what narrative research
helps interpret. In recognition of the power difference between researcher and participant,
qualitative research relies on the narrative approach to empower individual participants to share
their stories to minimize the power relationship. Given African refugees lacks access to expert
power (Atkinson 1998; Clandinin & Connelly 2000, Creswell, 2007), Narrative inquiry, the
qualitative approach utilized by the researcher, allows for the analysis of participants' personal
experiences in order to elucidate, understand, and validate how participants construct meaning in
their lives. Therefore, the emphasis of the inquiry is to "further deemphasize power relationship.
(Creswell 2007) "This inductive approach values the human experience of the whole person
rather than focusing on certain traits or behaviors." With this approach, the researcher, using
psychosocial accompaniment, assists the participants from "ground up" into self-exploration,

working collaboratively to create meaning within the stories shared. Atkinson (1998). In this
way, the life story interview can serve a therapeutic function and a research one.
Storytelling interview: storytelling is the bridge between the life story and narrative
inquiry. Humans have always created meaning to tell each other stories to reconnect shared roots
and express and acknowledge life changes. The interview approach is narrative storytelling, as
the researcher attempts to understand and explain survival as an intrinsic behavior. Traditionally,
African society has always used storytelling to maintain customs and cultural values such as
melodious incantation used for healing and pass on ancient survival tactics in folklore through
other natural and physical phenomena. The goal is to do what Theodore Serbin (1986) "uses
narrative for understanding human experience, identifying it, as the root metaphor and placing it
at the core of self-formation." Armed with this ideological perspective, the researcher explores
narrative inquiry as an important means for refugees to discover how to construct a life in an
adopted society to foster a sense of community while preserving cultural integrity.
Nature and Limitations of the Study
The proposed inquiry follows a qualitative analysis; the process involves using semistructured audio and video interviews as the primary collection method—followed by a
descriptive examination of refugee's adaptive capacities. The limitation of using African refugees
in Chicago is based on time constraints as the researcher must collect extensive information in
narrative research and subsequent data analysis. The study's rigor is connected to the participant's
openness and the willingness to share stories from migration experiences; this is rarely available.
Many factors limit participants' abilities to share stories. Language barriers and social stigma are
a prime example. As the researcher engages in steps, collecting data from multiple sources is
also triangulating across different sources—in other to be vigilant of constructing researchers'

assumptions over the participant's experience, findings were analyzed with research questions
and periodic participant check-in at different stages of analysis.
Study Participants and Setting
The study sample is African migrants classified as refugees after crossing an international
border into the United States. Specifically, Africa refugees living in the city of Chicago. As
discussed earlier in the introduction, most of those crossings were approved by the U.S. affiliate
humanitarian organization based in Africa. The refugee families generally like to cluster together
for safety; they are predominating in Rogers Parks and Chicago Northside. The participants aged
18-years (above) are recruited based on experience inter-migration (also protracted camp
experiences) and adaptation in the host environment. Other than the above criteria, and according
to (Collier 1996; Miles & Huber man, 1994), the researcher must sample broadly enough to
understand community variability. Snowball sampling was used to justified "chain referral"
selections. In this method, the Participant (s) with whom the researcher has the first contact
refers to others in their social networks.
Data Collection
This study used a storytelling narrative where both the interviewer and the interviewed
engaged in conversational stories like discussion while questions were instrumentational used.
Video and audio were used to capture the interviewee's thoughts during and after each interview.
The video sessions were recorded electronically using a Canon EOS Rebel SL2 and Sony IC
Recorder-TX50 audio-voice recording. The data collection began with 12 open-ended questions
about participants' life stories from as far back as teenagers in their respective countries of origin
and before the initial migration experience. More intensive questions followed, with the intent to
gather data with more depth regarding adopted strategies of survival. As needed, Murray (2003)

probes or follow-up questions such as "Why do you think that is the case?" or "Could you give
an example of that?" were asked.
Research Design and Procedures
This study examines the strategies of survival adopted by African refugees as they began
reconstructing their lives in the city of Chicago through in-depth individually designed narrative
storytelling interviews, collected using audio and video methodology. The qualitative approach
enables discussion themes as personal experiences of being a refugee, strategies adopted, and the
perceived cause of psychosocial distress. The strength-based assessment was used to interpret
and code the final analysis systemically—little is known about the effectiveness of this coping
mechanism because most literature has treated them separately. An open-ended exploratory
inquiry was employed, specifically in the case of life story semi-structured interviews. This indepth, individually designed storytelling narrative interviews enable participants undivided
corporations, open to discuss highly sensitive personal experiences intermigration, and strategies
adopted in the host country. Human continuous existence has always created a mixed feeling of
respect and admiration. This is particularly common among refugees who have endured lifethreatening duress and still survive to tell the story. The use of video was to show and share the
personal data provided during playback to allow participants visual examples of their narrations
experience.
Data Analysis Strategies
Analysis of data in qualitative inquiry, according to Creswell (2019), "in general, the
intent is to make sense out of text and image involves segmenting and taking apart the data (like
peeling back the layers of an onion) as well as putting it back together." The analysis allows the
researcher to look for common patterns and themes in stories presented to open the translucent

window into the phenomenology attached to refugee survival psychology strategies. From 1957
through 1958, Sigmund Freud was the first credited for using life story narrative for academic
study. This study explores the psychology of human behavior, the potential and limitations of
self-led protection, and community-led protection (federal, state, and local) strategies. Little is
known of the adopted behavior's effectiveness because most literature has treated them
separately, themes such as personal experiences of being a refugee, strategies and resources used,
and the perceived cause of psychosocial distress.
As understood based on narration from Ollerenshaw and Creswell (2002), narrative
analysis, we see common elements of narrative analysis: collecting stories of personal
experience, in the form of text such as conducting an interview or having conversations, retelling
the stories based on narrative elements. The data analysis intentionally looked for themes in the
narrations of participants' life stories with qualitative methods to investigate the lived experience
through storytelling inquiry to understand the adopted strategies of survival. This is the
appropriate method for the study because it focuses on finding adaptive capacity using
participant experiences.
It was anticipated that up to 10 interviews and followed-up interviews would be
conducted, along with participants checking for clarifications while transcribing and coding. All
interviews, either video or tape-recorded, and, based on pilot previously conducted and
transcribe, the length of the interview varies from one hour to an hour-forty minute. The
interviews were informal and open-ended, carried out in a story-like conservational style: field
and observation notes written to support interviews—mental notes were written while listening
to taped interviews and transcription for later reflection. Ongoing data analysis is anticipated
until sufficient theory suffices. All taped, video, field, and mental notes were entered into a

Impelled Refugees
(IR)
War Refugee (WR)

Environmental
Refugee (ER)

This concerns people who had been exposed to diverse
modes of pressure, threats, and intimidation aimed at forcing
them to flee. It is, in a way, the most specific category in the
political refugee population.
ln places where war activities are being carried on, either as
aggression (or liberation for parties defending their legitimate
rights), or else as civil conflict, all refugees from the region
in war may be broadly labeled "war refugees." Namely, such
cases are directly tied to war or to the roots of the war and
refugee flows, which are the same.
These are people who have been forced to leave their
traditional habitat, temporarily or permanently, because of a
marked environmental disruption and heightened climate
disasters

Heightening Vulnerability
(HV)

Difficult Adaptation (DA)

Heightening Vulnerability
(HV)

The types of refugees were developed by Milan Mesić Faculty of Philosophy, Zagreb, during his work with the Croatian and
Bosnian refugees. The definition of category meets up with the purpose of this study.

Data Analysis Approach
Semi-structured interviews constituted the data collection method employed in this study.
Life-story narratives, video, and audio recordings were used based on the initial agreement
between participants and the researcher. Upon completion and transcription of the interviews, an
understanding of survival mentality and complete subjective experience from each participant
was assembled through multiple readings of data. During the initial stage of data transcription,
the participant's accent was an obvious challenge; transcription software could not pick up the
accent at the most engaged transcription software's processing speed. Old fashion intelligent
verbatim transcription, where the researcher writes down every word without irrelevant fillers,
was used in the process. Descriptive labels were generated and attached to slides with different
colors per Participant to serve as initial codes for themes. Multiple reading of raw data was
conducted for each study participant until further revision was not possible. The generated codes
from within cases were applied and compared across cases until patterns and themes were
exhausted. The process of within-case analysis began by compiling and reducing the data from
individual participants; the data were color-coded to distinguish the individuals during the cross-
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Participant A: "My survival strategy... The most important one that I think helps me
through everywhere I lived in Burundi, Tanzania, Zambia, and the United States is honesty."
Participant A is a 42-years old married male who resides with his wife and their two daughters.
He works full-time for Heartland Alliance as a youth caseworker. He also works part-time as an
interpreter for different resettlement agencies in Chicago. "For me, I was very good at studying
linguistics. I was able to go to linguistic school, which they called modern little section." He is
currently in a Ph.D. program, studying community psychology. He identifies as a Christian with
a Roman Catholic faith.
I believe that only God has the power. So, I believe God exists and has power pretty much over everything
in our lives. This is me, right. I could be wrong. I feel like if you do something good, there is going to be a
good benefit when I do something wrong; I believe it is going to follow me. Sometimes when bad things
happen to me, I feel like I have done something wrong. That kind of thinking just made me want to sinless.
I am not going to say I don't sin. You can try not to sin, but you will always get caught in sin somehow, but
my kind of belief where I do adequate guarantees a good outcome.

Participant A migrated independently as a refugee to the United States from Zambia after
the UNCHR location officer identified he was under serious threat. He indicated that his home
country's first migration was in 1993 when the first elected Hutu president was killed after
100days in office. The Participant was barely 14years old. He fled to the neighboring village,
"did not really feel like neighboring country because it took me three days and three nights to get
to that country." Participant also discussed how the experience contributes to personal growth
and strengthening his sense of responsibility:

I used to go to the Tutsi side and Hutu side; they both rejected me, saying I am not Hutu enough or Tutsi
enough. The Tutsi people are tall, and I am not that tall. The advantage came when I fled to Tanzania,
where I was able to lie—each group I met ask me, and I was able to tell them what they want to hear to
escape being killed. In that sense, my mixed identity helped me.
This affects how I see the world today to a point, but on a deeper look, it becomes a positive thing. When I
see Burundian people, I don't see them as Tutsi or Hutu; I just see people. Personally, I belong to both
sides, even though society does not see me in that way. That makes me have empathy for both sides. When
I came here, I was thinking of marrying a white person but thinking back. Especially with what I went
through I thought if I have mixed kids, where are they going to belong. I wouldn't want them to go through
the same things I went through. In that sense, it was a negative thing because I still have memories of what
happened back then
I am so lucky that I speak different languages now; it makes socializing with different people easily. And
so, because I pass through different stages and different countries. I feel like the more you are exposed to
different people, the better off you will be. I struggled to move from my home country to different refugee
camps. At first, it seems like a negative thing, but it helps me learn from suffering, to be resilience, to
study different cultures

Participant A reported painful experiences and adversity in various forms, particularly a
significant delay in continuing his education upon arrival in the United States. His case manager
told him to forgo the dreams of education and concentrate on work to be able to afford rents.
Somehow, I lost my good relationship with some of the workers because when I came here, I had one
dream in mind. To go to school, and this guy told me I couldn't go to school. He said I have to work. He
said if you don't go to work, who is going to pay your rent? I couldn't understand it back then because I
thought they were supposed to help me regardless. The explanation was very basic.

Participant A regards this period and events that follow as "more devastating than
anything else." Along with other challenges like social isolation, discrimination in social and
work circles is not-American-enough. Despite these apparent challenges, Participant A's
narration indicates a rich integration of these processes and speaks to his reflective nature and
substantial personal growth. His confidence and lack thereof are a result of the everchanging
migration system in America. The summary of his experience is "to trust the system" by
transforming the identified challenges into an opportunity for self-growth and actualization.
Participant B: "Because I want to be educated." Participant B is a 27-year old unmarried
mother of three children. I have two girls and one boy of two years apart, with the oldest being
7years old. Participant B is currently enrolled in the GED class; she blames the war on her

educational achievement gaps. She is interested in breaking barriers associated with refugee
women who are afraid to move forward because of war traumas.
I didn't get an opportunity to finish High school because of the displacement after the war. That's why I am
taking the class, so I can get my GED right now.
Because I want to be educated, to be able to help myself in the future, when you have an education, then
you can get a good job and make a life for yourself and your family in the future. So that what I am going
to school for—nothing else.

Participant B identifies as a Christian but notices that her faith started diminishing upon
arrival in the United States. She articulated various personal strengths upon which she relied to
navigate those challenging years, including patience, determination, persistence, openness to
change, and a forward-thinking mentality. She also noted that her diminishing faith in God was
still providing "unexplained strength" to withstand various difficulties, including the challenge of
raising children in a foreign land without the help of her partner that soon ditch them after the
arrival:
Usually, I like to take my kids out. We go to the park, or I take them shopping, and we come back home.
Then I get into house cleaning. Clean the house, then prepare the kids for tomorrow. Then sit to relax. My
dad is in a nursing home, and I am also trying to take care of him myself.

Participant B migrated from Tanzanian to Chicago in 2007. She detailed how
traumatizing the experience was: She confirms refugee are not told where there are going until
they arrived and picked up at the airport by the hosting agency caseworker:
I don't know where the hell I was going; it was just like I was riding. But I know I was going somewhere
safer than where I was because where I was, there was a hunger there.
Right now, not real, should I say not right. I am regretting it. There are many different kinds of stuff here
from our country. I always tell that to the white people. When they ask why, I say, if you shout at someone,
you go to jail, if you say hello to somebody, you go to jail and it a bad record for you. If you go to jail, you
can't get a green card, you can't get Id cards. I will say there is no hunger here, even homeless people can
get food

While participant B noted that she had close ties within her community, she indicated
discriminatory social challenges and lack of representation that speaks generously to their most
heartfelt needs:
But they only helped for a couple of weeks, and they were done with us. From my experience, when we get
here, all they did was resettled us and apply for food stamps and take us to the hospital to get injections.
After the food stamp, there was done with us.
Everything is created to get you even when you are too careful…If you pass the red-light, you get ticket.
If we all, all refugee gets together. Anything can happen.
I know how to do hair…I use to work in the salon, I can do anything. I have to work in many jobs. I work
at the front desk, I can make breakfast, I can do laundry, especially when you know how to braid.
Definitely, you will survival.
I don't want to depend on anybody…I want to work for myself. I may be 29th but trust me am strong. I
want other refugees to learn from my achievement, but we are not given the tools to be self-empowered,
and if we try to come up with something to help our community, we can't hold it for long without support.
We just need to get together…if we have 4-5people from my country, maybe we can sit together and talk
about how to do something, but some of the people among us don't get it. There is some much
miscommunication among us.

Participant B said she lucky to have the support of her immediate family. In reflecting on
this experience, she said she is open to learning from the experience with a determination to pass
it on to her three children to guide them to form a dedicated character, but she will never advise
anyone to come to the United States:
I would never advise anyone to come here. Never. If I had known, I would not even think of coming to
America but when they are over there, they think we are in Heaven. Are you in Heaven? We are not
happy…look at her, as soon as she gives birth, they take the baby.

Participant B narration was rich with examples of how much value she places on culture
as an ongoing experiment and the various ways she has blossomed throughout her life in the
United States. Her new passion is to create a community initiative where the traditional gender
role she was raised in can raise refugee children. She said she does not mind volunteering for any
organization to act as a role model. The role, in return, will help her conquer her challenges. In

speaking specifically about her role, she said, "Because I want to be educated." I want my
education to educate other people, particularly refugee children.
Participant C "if I get help to go back to my country, I am not coming back" Participant
C story in American begin March 2007, when she arrived with her entire family: her husband
and six children; 3boys and 3girls. She identifies as Catholic but lacks the will to identify
strength in her faith. Prior to arriving in the United States, her family immigrated to many other
countries within East Africa, facing undescribed harsh conditions, particularly camps in Kenya
from Kenyans. The Tutsi and Hutu conflict created a grave social politics instabilities and
continuous threat leading to physical violence regardless of how far away from the epicenter.
The impact of the war on Participant C was substantial:
we got my mum, my dad, my brother…ye, we gat lot of people. We have also lost so many other family
members to the war. I don't know how many wars but many. The nightmare is still replaying in my head
night after night that why I drink a lot.

In describing her initial adjustment in the United States, Participant C notice immediately
that America is not as advertised. She said the adjustment was an "additional traumatic
experience," and they were rolling one cultural shock to another:
the first time we got on the bus, we rode all day. Children, my husband, and me we got on the bus at 11am
and got off at 6 pm. We do not speak English then, and no one was ready to help. So, we stayed on the bus
all-day confused.
We were inside for two weeks without going outside because of the bus experience. Then one day, I cook
milk on the stove, the milk went into the stove and the stove stop working…for three days, we could not
prepare any meal.

Additionally, as she grappled with assimilating without guidance, she found herself
losing grips on reality and drowning in acholic consumption. The demand for "being a mother"
to her children and integrating sociocultural was more than she could handle. The cultural
practice, where the entire community raised each other children, was no longer possible as the

rest of the family had to face a similar acculturation process. As she wrestled with this unfamiliar
situation, the husband eloped, and DCFS zoom in:
My six children are with DCFS, three boys and three girls. They say I do not know how to care for them,
but I am their mother; I know how to care for my child. Now, I am the laughingstock in our community.
Why they come to pick up my children, I do not see them anymore, and even when I see them around town,
they cannot talk to me—that why I do not like America. I need to go back. I hate America for real.
American people do not want to get pregnant, so they go to look for children. They are scared to get
pregnant, so they adopt other people's children.

She blames everything on the American resettlement system and the operating agencies
for not providing enough integration education to guide her assimilation. Throughout her
narrative, Participant C clearly articulate how she had failure herself and how she would like to
go back to her home country to start life all over again. She expresses fear in how lost she is and
is worried about others in her shoe.
Participant D "My culture is ongoing; different cultures, even different characters. To
live, I have to pick on a new culture each time." Participant D is a 50-year-old male who resides
by himself in the far north of Chicago. Participants D migrate to the United States from Kenya in
the spring of 2005 but left his Uganda's home country in 2001, following yet another war
between the government and rebel group. Not willing to see who won in the aftermath of the
shift in sociopolitical power, participant D left his birth county's upheaval. His initial description:
I migrated because the government and society were not favorable to me. The government of my country,
Uganda, was engaged in a huge war in 2001. I grew tired of their war. Since I was born, they have been
fighting one tribal conflict or another, and it always leads to wars with uncountable loss of lives

When Participant D finally settled in Kenya, he faced significant challenges in camp;
both from Kenya national, who thinks foreigners like him are parasites that needs to be weed out
of the country system and other ethnic minority groups from his home country who have since
gained social status in the refugee camps:
In a Refugee camp, although they had to wait. It's not simple. The camp is not simply because they think
everything for you, and when you stay longer, they watch over you. The same people from your country

who thinks they are kings in camps will demand everything of you; failure often leads to physical and
sexual abuse. If it is possible, no one should stay a day longer in refugee camps…When people stay longer,
it is not always easy to adjust outside in the real world. It is much better to stay a shorter period or
whenever you can, move to another camp.

In light of the threats to personal safety, the limited opportunities in camps, and the
fundamental inequality foreigners are subjected to in Kenya, he changes his mind about coming
to the United States, as he had always preferred to stay in African. He describes America as:
For the majority to the people, reaching the United States is Heaven. They think that things are simple.
From me, I understood no work is no life, regardless of where you end up...it as nothing to do with luck.
American make people think that even if they do not work, they can survive.

Participant E described difficult initial adjustment to the United States. He reported that
there "was no infrastructure" to accommodate refugee who did not speak English:
I studied English. OK! I came to know English, but the United States English is a little bit different.
The language barrier is the biggest problem migrants face. The refugee might want to express something,
but the language barrier is there. For me, at first, it was with the language, but the way I twist it… certain
sentences off based on my cultural pronunciation. When I talk, I put it the other way so that who is
listening can understand, but otherwise, when it is writing, it is used differently.

In light of his unfamiliarity with the language, culture, and the people, he said:
I think I have already integrated because I know what is needed and what is not needed here.

The language barrier leaves refugees socially isolated; the host citizen frequently taunts them.
He also grappled with prejudice and discrimination facing the black and other minority
communities:
The idea of watching over or thinking for refugees is not compatible with the U.S. system, no work, no
earnings. Some of the blacks over here are poor. That is a fact. We have much stress like them. They can do
a comparative analysis to check that... When we do not feel safe, we can go back to where we came from
and start all over. That is almost impossible here with the blacks and other ethnic minority groups. You
have responsibilities' such as paying rent monthly. But in Africa, these rules are not critical, although
surviving is not easy.

Despite these various challenges, Participant D said:
You can sustain yourself. If you are really working and earning at least some reasonable money...you can
afford this so-called foodstuff. That is what I can count as self-reliance. For instance, nobody is paying my
rent for me. I have my bus-pass because I have to go to work. I am not interested in buying any car because
buying a car means spending extra on the upkeep of the car. I can put that money into something else. Here,
you can spend around $7000 a year to care for your car. Worst still, when you get auto-loan depends on
what payment method you chose, it could take six to seven to payout. In one year, I spent twenty-five
hundred for transport. I do not remember the last time I took Uber

During the interview, the Participant displays various qualities that allow him to cope with
challenges. He mentions determination and self-motivation explicitly, but he was most particular
about trusting others as the best survival toolkit:
It is to be build trust. If you build trust, I think you can survive. I think to me the main issue hopefully is to
build trust even amongst the small people around me. That is what I can think. It is very important, there is
no surviving without people ... In every society it's not easy. Societal support is a necessity because as you
can see there are very poor Americans on the street too but when you show them your heart to reveal your
intention. People will trust you and you can learn how the system operate from them

While Participant D narration shows his willingness to adopt other's culture as "survivor tactics"
for acculturation. He also emphasized that he is still healing from all past emotional wounds
Before when I was in Africa from Uganda... I mean from Uganda village. But now I am more multicultural
in my experience. I must change my dressing to match the weather or speak a certain way for others to
understand. Naturally, I think African culture and particularly my ethnicity we are very shy. In my culture,
when you are 60, there are certain ways to dress especially in public. If you do otherwise, that means you
are not responsible. The general idea is around value; as elders are the pacesetters for younger generation.
Value in the United States around that is quite different. People dress to suit the weather.

Participant E "I will be successful" Participant E is a newly arrived refugee. A married
male of 35-year-old who resides in Northside Chicago with his wife. Participant E is educated
but speaks English with a thick accent. Participant D reported he is very religious and had been
from a very young age. His faith, he said, had guided his migration and the traumatic challenge
that comes with it. Participant D emigrated from Burundi to Zambia. He obtained both
Bachelor's and Master's stages in his educational journey while he was living in a refugee camp
in Zambia. Something he is exceptionally proud of. In reflecting on his life:
I have seen people who made it in life, whether they are refugees or not and I am somebody who watch and
listen to people who have made it life. We can take about Barack Obama, his father came here, got married
to a white woman. So, if we have someone like that who came here and made it…I am saying to myself,
despite all this past experience, I am building something that in the future will be great in the community.
That is why I am going to school, that is why I am trying to amass as much knowledge as I can so that I can
keep walking toward my vision especially the vision that I have is to become somebody in my country
whereby I am aspiring to become the president of my country and change whatever happened during the
civil war. To create a community where we can work on the root causes of the civil war. I am seeing myself
so far in the future. I do not even see myself as a refugee or that i was a refugee in the current situation but i
know where i am going

Participant E expresses an unfound graduate about settling in America 15-years after
leaving his home country. Nevertheless, he struggled with understanding bicultural identity for
many years and witnessed the fear of cultural assimilation in others. He sorts out the strength in
education and chooses a positive mindset as survival tactics:
I see school as very important in my life because I know knowledge is power. The more I learn, the more
powerful I become.
I choose to be positive because I know there are no challenges that are permanent. All the changes have an
expiration date so I will try to maximize in that kind of environment. Not to lose too much but to know that
let me get over this, tomorrow it will be better. Therefore, I do not give a room to the challenges to
undermine my energy, to undermine my progress, to let me down. I keep having a positive mind to say
tomorrow is better, tomorrow things are coming in. I will make it and I shall make it

In reflection, Participant E emphasized the positive experience of his immigration
experience, which best characterizes in his narrative account as progressive
Between-Case Analysis
Five central themes emerged from the data when the investigator compares the patterns
from across cases with between cases. These include: (a) Determination: human migration, an
act to improve self-concept, (b) Overcome: implanted social cognition, (c) Practical Intelligent:
expanded and emergent strength, (d) impact of culturally rooted processes. As previously
highlighted in the across the case, where individual stories were highlighted. In this section,
supporting data from the interview will be presented to show similarities between participant
stories. Table 3 presents the frequency of each theme across participants.
Table 3
Frequency of themes across participants
Participants

Self-Concept

A
B
C
D
E

8
4
7
4
11

Social
Cognition
4
1
2
6
2

Participant
Intelligent
6
1
6
8
3

Culturally
Rooted
2
1
5
2
1

Determined: human migration, an act to improve self-concept. The salient theme that
emerges was determination. The harder the migration events become, the more participants pull
forwards, unable to see the difficulties as anything meaningful, acquiring learners' behavior
along the way. All Participants quoted "determination" naturally came with the loss of first
habitual residence. Table 3 presents the frequency of expression of theme for each participant.
Participant E spoke most frequently to this theme (i.e., 11)
I am very determined! I learned that from parents before the war, I learned in Zimbabwe and all the other five
countries I lived in.... Someone said that "you can't attack an enemy that you don't know," so the moment I get
somewhere new or something is happening to me, I make sure I know it in and out—that one of my survival skills. I
like to analyses the situation.
Some of them are the kind of knowledge I have; I know that challenges will come whether I am ready for it
or not, but I know what matters in my life is how I respond to those challenges. I choose to be positive
because I know there are no challenges that are permanent. All the changes have an expiration date, so I
will try to maximize in that kind of environment not to lose too much but to know that let me get over this,
tomorrow it will be better. So, I don't give room to the challenges to undermine my determination, to
undermine my progress, to let me down. I keep having a positive mind to say tomorrow is better;
tomorrow, things are coming in. I will make it, and I shall make it.

In discussing how he coped with the challenges of immigration with a determined mind,
Participant D highlighted the values and principles instilled in him by others during different
stages of the process of migration.
Normally, I always want to accomplish whatever I start so I could appreciate whatever it unless otherwise
because other determinant factors that are greater than me, which rarely happen. Also, talking about
accomplishments, I think it goes concurrently with having social interaction with the right people to
complete a lot of things regardless of the environment. At that point, once you start something, you can
finish it. It should be natural; everybody should nature the will to finish what they start.

Participant C also noted that she has "always been a weak person" and described various
attributes that added strength to her weakness. Immigration was one of them; she boldly
reinforces the idea that weakness is strength if married with determination:
A lot of people need to go back to Africa. Me I need to go back to my country. Since I left home is like I
am not complete, especially since they took my children. I am only alive as a result of the relationship I

have with my family and others in the community. Although I am very determined now, I have to go back.
If I get help to go back to my country, I am not coming back.

Participant B cited her openness to new experiences and willingness to learn from her
mistakes as strengths that allowed her to cope and thrive in the face of significant adversities
following her initial migration:
No, we were determined to survive, so we learn to speak English. It is the language of white men that came
to change our ways. I don't care for it, I never speak it in my country, but I want through a lot of refugee
camp; the first two camps were horrible partly because I do not speak English.

Given that Participant A sense of self became activated at 14, he became aware of what
the war was doing to his people at a very young. As such, he learns by observing others. This
always makes him doubt his experiences since he learned socially acceptable behaviors at
different refugee camps. He said at some point; he became so determined to excel that failure
was not an option.
Overcome: Implanted social cognition. The theme that emerged next shows that
participants' significant challenges were more mental processes than physical challenges. They
highlighted those experiences as central to their understanding of what it means to be an
immigrant and how "overcoming" is not written or taught. They all agreed that social cognition
is not automatic; all participants involved in the study understood "how they were engaged in
controlled thinking" The frequency with which this theme was represented in the data ranged
from four (Participant A) to six (Participant D) times. Participants A, B, C, and E talked about
facing traumatic experiences in their home countries before fleeing to neighboring countries;
these neighboring countries are either involved in ethnics’ conflicts or endless revolutionary
wars. Participant A narrates how he become aware of social signals such as facial expressions,
fear, and disgust, which warn him of impending danger; he noted he almost got killed by a rebel
group because he was gazing into the leader's eyes. Other participants noted that cultural
assimilation becomes more comfortable as a result of overcoming social cogitation. The process

by which each Participant understood and made sense of their journey differs; years of moving
around guarantee a survival instinct. Participant A shares how his employers rely on him to
screen out refugees for lying about their experience. He said he could read fear signals emanating
from other peoples' faces to tell of impending troubles or something in their immediate or past
environment that needs to be investigated.
Unanimously, participants reported that overcoming planted social cognition have
nothing to do with how refugee adjust to their adoptive country economically and socially.
Learning through observation stood at the core of the conceptualization of their migration
experience. Nothing can take that away:
I saw that to survive in the system of a foreign place, you need to be observant, so I used that skill in
Zimbabwe, which I am going to use here in the US. I know, by the end of two years, I will be somewhere
different from where I am today. I know that the system is created to hold me back, but I have learned
through a similar system in refugee camps. I mirror my host to share their perception of the world they
have created for me.

In describing the central challenges, participants E noted language challenges and the
pressure to attain social capital without assimilating into the mainstream culture:
Also, when it comes to connecting with the host community or to interact with other people, your beliefs
that you have come with stands in the way; you keep saying this how we do things back home. Therefore
you find out you are not accommodating, soon you find yourself alone—no one to share problems with.

Practical Intelligence: Expanded and emergent strength. All participants noted
instead of submerging into challenges they faced throughout the immigration process, practical
application of existing and development of new strength became the socially conscious way of
surviving in the host system. Participants found the best fit between themselves and the new
environment's demands using education, religion, and the numbers of refugee camps used.
Multilingual, among others, is the key term. Operationally, these themes were expanded upon,
and the emerging strength was not new, instead resurfacing as a result of expressing post-

traumatic growth. The frequency of this theme ranged from three (Participant E) to eight
(Participant D).
While reflecting on the practical role both religion and education played during, and after
he settled into the America system, Participant A noted that he has learned what he needed to
survival anywhere in the world long ago.
Before fleeing I identify as Roman Catholic person and a believer in God. I went to church every Sunday
with my siblings and my parents. I love God a lot and I played a lot with other kids. I played soccer. I love
to dance and attend parties. I was just happy person, even though the country was struggling. I did not see it
that way. When there are no war people are really connected.
I was a good student. I went to school and was able to pass my elementary school exam because in
Burundi, school start from grade one to six. In grade six, there is a national exam, which when passed,
student moves to high school. High school started from seventh to grade thirteenth. Also, in grad ten there
is another national exam to connect student to their major(concentration) depending on what you are good
at, you are going got be selected into sciences, medical, linguistic teaching. For me I was very good at
studying linguistics (languages). I was able to go to linguistic school which they called modern little
section. There you can learn French, English and Kirundi and other languages. It starts in grade 11 to 13,
then you can take your national level exam again to go to college.

Participant A also poignantly described learning survival skills he possesses from living
in many numbers of refugee camps. He learned to speak six languages, including English, as a
result of wrestling with challenges:
I am so lucky that I speak different languages now, it makes socializing with different people easily. And
that is because I pass through different stages and different countries. I feel like the more you are exposed
to different people the better off you will be. I struggled moving from my home country to many different
refugee camps. At first it seems like a negative thing, but it helps me learn from suffering, to be resilience,
to study different cultures. In Burundi we are consider as one culture. We have Muslim, we have Christian,
and we have protestant. Different religions with different philosophy. Unlike some of the places I seek
refuge. For instance, Tanzania has many ethnic groups. I live with them and had to learn their way of life; I
did the same in Zambia. The sense of multicultural exposure is a good thing, but I don't really know where
I belong now. I know I am an African but am I the typical African I used to be when I was on the continent.
The answer is no. I know am able to appreciate different people for what they are because I have concluded
that it all the same (language barriers is only a barrier when we make it so)

In considering the impact of the challenges he had overcome, Participant E noted he had
been using “practical intelligence” to navigate the unknown world in other to expand. He
observes the emerging strength are almost overwhelming:

I am still working on that because the community is too ahead of me, and I am trying to catch up on some
of the things. I am grateful that I can manage to drive in the street. You know, I have never been to a city
like this, so they are ahead of me, but I am trying to catch up
In my ethnic group, learning was taking place. The education that I was getting from my parents, my
siblings, my uncles, my aunties and everybody in the community, that when learning was taking place,
because they always showed me how to behave and what I have to do to become the kind of men that
society desires. The kind of guy that would be a father to someone in the future, I would be a husband to
someone, so they raised me in that way, so learning was always taking place. Up till now, those learning
they still guide me wherever I go.
Religious beliefs are fundamental to me since I was raised in a Christian family. I grew up knowing that
Sunday is a holiday. A day that whereby you are supposed to stop everything you are doing and go to
worship God. The word of God came to guide me in my behavior, in my daily activities, in my dealing with
people. In whatever I did, the word of God is my light to say this is wrong; this is right; go this way, do not
go that way. It also taught me how to relate to people, how to live with everybody in the community

Participant D also noted how flexible is adaptability had been. He credited the challenges
in the resettlement process for adding value to his life. He conceptualizes this by accepting that
cultural identity is an ongoing process. There will always be a shift in cultural reposition,
individual and community behavior needs to follow that lead:
My culture is on-going; different cultures, even different characters. Before, when I was in Africa from
Uganda... I mean from Uganda village. But now I am more multicultural in my experience. I must change
my dressing to match the weather or speak a certain way for others to understand.

Impact of culturally rooted practices: Differences, integration, and repatriation. All
participants revealed various cultural variables in their immigration narratives. The frequency
ranged from 2(Participants A and D) to five (participant C). The ranges are small compared to
other themes, but it is packed with detail as most participants identify cultural plurality as
physical manifestation of their journey. Emergent subthemes include cultural differences,
cultural integration, and repartition.
Cultural differences. All the participants spoke to the various cultural difference as a
result of being an immigrant of more than one country. Some of the difference has been
transmitted unconsciously to affect behavior. The value of the difference was raised repeatedly
through narratives. Participant A noted:

This affects how I see the world today to a point but on a deeper look, it becomes a positive thing. When I
see Burundian people, I do not see them as Tutsi or Hutu, I just see people. Personally, I belong to both
sides even though society does not see me in that way. That makes me have empathy for both sides. When I
came here, I was thinking of marrying a white person but thinking back. Especially with what I went
through I was thinking if I have mixed kids where are they going to belong. I would not want them to go
through the same things I went through. In that sense it was a negative thing because I still have memories
of what happened back then.
A woman, which we had knew said do you know what people are saying...they were saying you guys are
gay. I did not know what gay meant. Until she explains that gay are men of same sex. I was like is that a
problem? She said when they are together sexually. I said oh you are talking about homosexual because
where I come from, we call it homosexual. I said you should have told them this are not Americans. In
Burundi, for us to show friendship, we walk together holding hands. Another time, I was wearing purple
cloth, walking by the train station and this guy came up to me and “said how much?” When I told my
friends, they said men do not wear certain color here in American. From that time, I change the way I dress.

Participant E narrate the cultural difference became important determinants his behavior.
Everything was totally different. The food, the way people eat, the way people talk, the way people relate
to each other. It was a headache for me to have people around me because first of all by then I did not
speak English and the people around me where English speakers also they had their mother tongue, so it
was very difficult for me to relate to them. The food, I had never eaten this kind of food...when they are
eating, they put everything on one plate like Garri, Beans, and Meat, everything on the same plate that was
a new thing. In my country, everything has its own plate, if it was Garri, or Meat but this was something so
different. When I came to the United States, it was even worse. Sometimes when I want to buy something, I
have money, I do not have any credit or debit card. People will tell me no, if you do not have any, sorry you
cannot buy.

Participant D noted the difference changes how he sees his and the world. His narration
dictates how these societies view assertiveness as socially unacceptable; value is placed on what
you do more than who you are.
The turning point was that I did not have it in me to be punctual. Punching in and out at work change that
here in the United states, if work starts at 9am, that means 9am all year-round punching in and out of work.
I know someone who come fifteen minutes late. He was suspended for three days. This is not applicable to
most African countries? Yeah, especially when you are self-employed or maybe working in government
entities. When I was in Africa, I know some people; they come in Monday, they are off to the farm for the
rest of the week. That is somewhat distasteful here. Some are earning for nothing in Africa. When you
compare the working environment to the one here and how labor law is not applicable in Africa. For
instance, like working hourly. If they are implemented, I think people will be committed. Right now, in
most Africa countries, people work per month. If punching in and out can be enforced everyone will be
committed for sure.
I must change my dressing to match the weather or speak a certain way for others to understand. Naturally,
I think African culture and particularly my ethnicity we are very shy. In my culture, when you are 60, there
are certain ways to dress especially in public. If you do otherwise, that means you are not responsible. The
general idea is around value; as elders are the pacesetters for younger generation. Value in the United
States around that is quite different. People dress to suit the weather. Although, some go extra in their dress
still while claiming it because of heat but there is heat in my country and maturity still take it rightful place.
Respect is attached to value. So that is our problem with that, we do not show off. Here, it seems it is the

other way. Also, when I was in my country, I recall I never put on short. Why and why not, I do not know
but here I am free—I prefer short and slappers.
Back in Africa, people are good at rumor mongering unlike here where you learn to mind your business.
There is no time for rumor mongering, everybody is busy with life. With us. My village you will find
someone standing for two hours, spreading rumors and unfounded facts. Either to bring the hatred or to
start unnecessary fight.
Initially, not the majority but a good number of people are really committed to religion. Between when you
reach here, the devotion is not always the same especially among young refugees. Maybe the old ones. Like
in the raped age of 65, that is when the region is important. I for one have never gone to church here but
that is simply because I work on Sunday morning. If I try other days, I feel like I am contradicting myself,
as facts about what I was told about region from an African perspective is different from the ones here. I
do not think People care about: You do good, God will see you, if you don’t do good god will still see
Here when people are old, they are by themselves or their families take them to senior home. In Africa.
You have you your big uncles, brothers, stepbrothers, cousins and aunty; all of them living closely together.
For instance, my friend, his daughter only knows one aunty relative apart from her Mom and Dad. No
extended time family. The aunty might be there but always busy.

Cultural integration. All participants noted integration open their eyes to the goodness or
the ugliness of host cultures. In addition, often, their very survival depends on blending in even
when one is not comfortable. Participant B narrates:
There are some many different stuffs here from our country. It is not easy integrating into the American
culture. I always tell that to the white people. When they ask why, I say, if you shout at someone, you go to
jail, if you say hello to somebody, you go to jail, and it is a bad record for you. If you go to jail, you cannot
get a green card, you cannot get ID cards.
My six children are with DCFS, three boys and three girls. They say I do not know how to care for them,
but I am there mother I know how to care for my child. Now, I am the laughingstock in our community.
Why they come pickup my children? I do not see them anymore and even when I see them around town,
they cannot talk to me. That why I do not like America. I need to go back. I hate America for real. N: can’t
they feel sorry for her? Teach her whatever she is doing wrong. American people, they do not want to get
pregnant, so they go to look for children. They are scared to get pregnant, so they adopt other people’s
children.
Participant D noted:
Generally. I did not find many problems integrating. Because they assisted me initially. I was giving the
food stamp and after some time they terminated the card, but I was already ok because I started making
money; I do not need any government assistance. I know how to budget and I know how to squeeze my
expense.

DISCUSSION
In keeping with the community psychology perspective, where individuals are studied
within and in the broader societal context, the relationships to communities and society make up
the global world. Where the central focus is on characteristics of social issues, social institutions,

and other settings influencing individuals, groups, and organizations, this research endeavor
strives to give voice to the readymade strengths that refugees possess, how these strengths
enabled these individuals to thrive in the face of adversity associated with resettlement,
navigating the host environment with various degrees of structural instabilities. The observed
pattern shows that refugees use a strength-based approach successfully before arrival in the
United States.
After examining the refugee’s survival strategies and based on the evidence gathered, it
became clear that purposeful structures of the United States refugee resettlement agency are built
as “aid givers”—not meant for rehabilitation services— this has been the fundamental long-term
objective of U.S. resettlement. No doubt that the sustaining structures, the state, and local
resettlement agencies' consistency and clarity of purpose have helped to mobilize and coordinate
and defend this position for so long. The gap between US resettlement practice and policy is in
direct contradiction of refugee posttraumatic growth.
The researcher utilized a narrative approach to provide the participants with the right
medium to share stories as it reflects on an individual journey. Five African refugees living in
Chicago volunteered to participant in video-audio recorded semi-strictures interviews. Analysis
of the data focuses on addressing the three qualitative research questions: (a) what are the
adopted strategies of refugees' survival in host society? (b) What role do strategies adopt plays in
refugee adaptation in the host country? At which stage is thriving developed? (c) What is the
value of maintaining refugee cultural integrity to survival psychology?
The theme that emerges includes: (a) Determination: human migration, an act to improve
self-concept, (b) Overcome: implanted social cognition, (c) Practical Intelligent: expanded and
emergent strength, (d) Impact of culturally rooted processes. A detailed analysis of the themes

was discussed in the result section. In this section, potential strategies of survival,
methodological limitation, Future direction for emerging hypotheses in conclusion. Overall, the
result indicates that regardless of the strength possessed by African refugees resettled in Chicago,
increasing rates of low-environmental resources is problematic, particularly among those
exposed to high contextual stressor levels before resettlement (e.g., community violence, ethnic
cleansing, racisms, and poverty). In contrast, some of the stressors are identified and prioritized;
background stressors' multidimensional nature shows sparsity of evidence-based, culturally, and
contextually misunderstood interventions. Additionally, the above statement support
Prilleltensky’s (2008) assessment of migrant’s wellbeing as a “multi-level, dynamic, and valuedependent phenomenon” where there are intertwine risk and protective factors at multiple
ecological planes.
Informing the Research Questions
The results of the within-case and between-case thematic analyses provide rich data to
inform the primary research questions posed for this study.
Research Question 1: What are the adopted strategies of survival by refugees in host
society? This question is informed by the themes presented in the previous between-case
analysis section: Determined: human migration, an act to improve self-concept, overcome
implanted social cognition, practical intelligence: expanded and emergent strength, the impact of
the culturally rooted practice.
Research Question 2: What role do strategies adopt plays in refugee adaptation in
the host country? At which stage is thriving developed? Several themes emerge among
participants to elucidate adaption; none indicates that participants thrive in the host society. All
participant acknowledges the carryover of preexisting strategies developed as a result of multiple

resettlements. None of the strategies are new; instead, they are emerging to compliment adaption
in the host society.
Research Question 3: What is the value of maintaining refugee cultural integrity to
survival psychology? This question was informed by the rich stories shared by the participants.
A prominent theme that emerged in the data was culturally rooted practice; various subthemes
were delineated, including values, community, identity, pride, and cultural preservation/fear of
assimilation. Several participants spoke to the various cultural values transmitted to them
through stories and the living example of role models. The value of hard work, mainly, was
raised repeatedly through the narratives. Furthermore, participants uniformly referred to their
close involvement in the African community in their respective home countries and the
protective factor those communities served in cultural preservation and socialization. The
subthemes of collective identity and cultural pride were salient across the narratives, as they
were cultural preservation and fear of assimilation.
Potential Strategies for Survival
The quick wit to recognize the dispiriting reality of limited resources in Chicago's
sanctuary city pushes refugees out to reconnect survival skills gained intermigration, particularly
among protracted refugees who live in multiple countries before arriving in America. These
individual survival experience triumphs over physical and psychosocial distress. Most of the
world current social issues are fundamentals of these forms—an essential opposition of two or
more valid principles. The refugees' action to look outward, away from social institutions, create
a vacuum in those agencies’ operation—However, the move subject refugees to exploitation
from various vulture capitalists. They worked under the table in exchange for meager wages.
Still, the recognition of creativity and variety of responses to covert oppression is undeniable

among refugees. Regardless of these challenges, nothing compared to prior near-death
experience before arriving in the United States, some are quick to read and act on the signal of
change, frequently experimenting with economically disadvantaged jobs but quickly moving into
entrepreneurial space with proceeds saved up from the low paying employment.
The relationship forged among individual refugees from different nationalities in Chicago
is a phenomenon. An entire study is needed to understand the progressivism structure of the
relationship. Rappaport (1987) said that empowerment is not only an individual psychological
construct, but also organizational, political, sociological, economic, and spiritual”. In this case,
the organizational and political establishment lacks the will to provide needed political capital to
the identified community. Instead, refugees engaged in sociological empowerment by creating an
enabling society to control their own lives, acting on issues defined as necessary by their
ecological praxis. An excellent example of economic empowerment formulated among men
driving a taxicab in the city—they have a system to educate one another about their city of
adoption. They meet daily, sometimes weekly, for progressive deliberations to ensure peaceful
coexistence among different nationalities. This is a membership intervention system to support
cultural restoration. The adopted contributory thrift saving scheme is also used among members.
A contributing member can quickly move from one business to another with a lump sum from
the monthly collection.
Research shows that refugees are the most committed entrepreneur. The women have a
sisterhood bond to protect one another, hardly will refugee women be seen alone anywhere in the
city. Women in this community do everything together. This togetherness protects them and their
children from those engaged in anti-refugee propaganda. The women also engaged in a reformed
traditional trade by barter system, exchanging everything to promote wellbeing. Through

indigenous or adopted religions and other escapism methods, spiritual empowerment practice is a
typical application of coping among African refugees in Chicago. They use it to cope with the
indignity of family disruption, contempt, and other harsh realities.
Methodological Limitations
The limitations present in the inquiry include the small sample size and the narrow
geographical recruiting location; the result cannot be generalized with the broader African
refugee population. Specifically, as participants, the experience is reflective of East Africa
refugees. The snowballing sample may have created a sampling bias toward East Africa
refugees. All participants lived in multiple countries before arriving in the United States;
therefore, the refugees that migrate directly from the home country not well represented in this
study. The ability to generalize the study's findings further narrowed considering the difference
in the number of years in the United States, and the number of countries lived in. Additionally,
while effort was made to recruit the same number of men and women, the final participant pool
was more men than women.
The participants' subjective view became apparent sighting camera intended for
processing the narrative inquiry; considering the postpositivist paradigm “espousing rigorous
methods of qualitative data collection and analysis,” the participants' inability to trust the
researcher collection method is considered a limitation. Regardless, Atkinson (1998), “the life
story of an interviewee is not a historical truth; rather it is a subjective reality that the researcher
seeks to obtain,” meaning the authenticity of stories is more important than the method of
collection. The narrow geographical location and the close, tight-knit African community in
Chicago, some of the participants' familiarity with the researcher, and their reluctance to share
their stories with someone from within the community provides another limitation. The

investigator's personal biases and assumptions based on years of experience working closely
within the participant’s community, and as mentioned earlier, the investigator being an African
immigrant also poses limitations.
CONCLUSION
Overall, the study findings indicated that many African refugees adopted the US
resettlement system impedes survival strategies. Looking at survival as growth, where migrant
lived experience overshadows migration-related trauma before arrival in the U.S, even though
many risk factors remain. As evidence in result analysis, the strength refugees possess is
phenomenally being used to tackle different stages of adversities. Additionally, the findings
inform of collective engagement transforming and providing empowerment safety net outside
government agencies. However, the data gathered contributes to a clearer understanding of how
posttraumatic growth and culturally rooted practices are undermined. As such, whereby an
assessment of individual strength, worldview, and psychological concerns should inform
intervention, treatment is conceptualized with a general lens. As clearly highlighted, the general
definition of refugees creates limitations to any chances for successful intervention. Those
refugees that left the country of origin as a result of direct interface with ethnics cleansing, tribal
conflicts; witness numerous assaults intermigration, and the ones that left as a result of
environmental degradation should be afforded different intervention processes—the combination
present risk factors associated with psychological distress and misalignment of resources.
The findings question the current standard of practice and calls for deconstructing the
U.S. resettlement system. The current model either must invest heavily in holistic rehabilitation
or provide legitimate means to socioeconomic integration. Both models propose rich theoretical

frames and may be particularly suitable for African refugees. Therefore, it is recommended that
empirical research be conducted to establish their efficacy.

STUDY 2
THE PROBLEM AND ITS BACKGROUND
Conclusions from study one support the need to study resettlement organizations as part
of refugee strategies of survival. The findings explain in detail, “The gap between US
resettlement practice and policy is in direct contradiction of refugee posttraumatic growth.” As a
researcher interested in the practice of change, transformational change has been defined by
Ackerman (1997) as “radical or second order in nature.” This type of transformation differs
structurally and culturally from first-order or other simple forms of change. One theoretical
model that may be useful is the accompaniment theory and its processes and strategies (Watkins,
2019). It is important to understand that organizational change may benefit from insightful
planning but always involves some degree of chance (Dawson, 1996).
The history of humanitarian organizations—cultural, political, philosophical, and
practice—often show that they embrace imperial and patriarchal sentimentalities. It is essential
to emphasize the humanitarian gesture is global in scope; records of human services
development (Eurocentric conceptions of human behavior and social problems) started with
Europeans as they engaged in various internal and external exploitations and conflicts. Holton
(1997) said, "With the end of the cold war, western states became almost exclusively
preoccupied with rationalism" that "involves an increased engagement with the economic side of
globalization, but an increased indifference to the global plight of refugees." In the wake of this,
the most massive European population movement was born. Hundreds of thousands of Jews,
survivors of genocide perpetrated by the Nazis, displaced, and sought settlement away from their

native lands. Millions fled from Eastern Europe after the installation of the Communist regimes.
The British imperial rule (1929-1984) denied entry to millions of Jews as they sought permission
to enter Palestine and were returned to displaced prison camps for many years. Other wanderers
were also on the move—for instance, those transferred from Eastern areas of Poland annexed by
the USSR. Still displaced in Europe, millions fled westwards, hoping to get into North America
to enjoy the buoyant economy and tantalizing hope available in the United States for refugees.
Among those are hundreds of thousands of Ukrainian, Belarusians, Latvians, Croats, and
Estonians. The world witnessed what seemed to some as the first international response to the
refugee crisis through the Universal Declaration of Human Rights (UDHR; The United Nations,
1948). The UDHR seems to "guarantee a right to seek and enjoy asylum from persecution in
other countries." The convention also "forbade the arbitrary deprivation of nationality." Morsink
(1984) declared, "The Universal Declaration can be said to be the enlightened conscience of
humanity. If any data with which theory about human rights must come to grips, it is the thirty
articles of this Declaration. They contain the classical eighteenth-century civil and political rights
as well as the newer social and economic rights." The Geneva Convention of 1951 also legally
defined refugees accorded them specific rights and prohibited their refoulment (or forcible
return) from refugee countries.
The assessment of the early refugee-migrant movement in Europe will not be complete
without looking at the intersection of the economy and globalization. While globalization was
sold to the world as something to yield abundant economic benefits, the calculation of cheap
laborers makes industrialist nations grant permanent settlement to displaced people, granting
them rights as refugees; the rights described in the UN declaration. A similar situation exists
today in "reverse" as more than 75 million people a year or more seek asylum or employment in

the global North—some see these movements as an advantage for the developing countries
reliance on remittance. For instance, Mentan (2014) sees this as a way to bridge "the income gap
between the 20% of the world's population in the richest and poorest countries. The gap grew
from 30 to 1 in 1960 to 82 to 1 in 1995, and Third World conditions have worsened in many
respects." The concept of the global market engineered by neoliberal ideology appears to serve
the corporate elite's interest. This ideology contributes to worldwide economic inequities, war,
and conflict over land and other mineral resources.
Modern-day displaced populations are disadvantaged by the policies promoted
worldwide by free-market capitalism and resistance to public ownership. There are also
problems with a lack of transparency, where the policies prevent the public from monitoring and
fully understanding bilateral government trade agreements and the ways political conflicts
contribute to displacement. Admittedly, institutions such as the United Nations, Red Cross, and
other multinationals influence such policies.
These gestures that started as an unbalanced desire to end exploitative expeditions are
currently active across the world. The non-governmental resettlement organizations respond to
needs in conflicts or natural disasters zone (often due to climate change), support displaced
populations in acute and protracted crises, risk reduction and preparedness, early recovery,
livelihood support, conflict resolution, and peacebuilding; from neo-humanitarianism World War
II through the end of the Cold War, and presently, through the neoliberal humanitarianism
system criticized as unholisitc with a limited understanding of human mobility. New ideas are
developing around refugee resettlement as part of the global humanitarian system, yet the
Eurocentric hegemony human service paradigm remain manifested in ascendency and
popularity. The circumstance and nature of resettling people never changed—along with

traditional ideals of humanitarian resettlement, the effort of international, national, local, nongovernmental, private, individually-owned organizations embedded within the contemporary
conflicts.
History of the System of Global Refugee Resettlement
International Resettlement Organization
Understandably the displacement crisis goes from months into years within multiple
contexts and with no end in sight. Conflicts are the primary driver of global displacement. Other
perpetrators include inadequate social infrastructures, leadership mismanagement of resources,
and other external interferences. The combination sums up a permanent permit for structural
violence often displayed through deeply rooted grievances between secessionist, separatist,
militaria, and other resources extracting institutions. A rapidly collapsing economy proved to be
fertile grounds exacerbating an already looming crisis in most countries. Mass displacement is on
the rise as a result of the identified variables (Jacobsen, 2005) “relatively few people have the
resources to move far beyond their place of origin; in a conflict zone, as in natural disasters,
many people do not leave home at all, risking greater danger and deprivation.”
UN member-states at the Refugee Convention of 1951 systemically introduces
transnational organizations to the business of accommodating, admitting, and resettlement of
displaced populations (UN 1951). Based on human flow across the international border, the
outcome appears to benefit the country of destination more than the countries of origin more than
the destination country. The application of a critical lens calls for "recognition of power
inequalities" where global displacement and other perpetuating structures are dependent on
complex regional conflicts with equal participation from countries of origin and destination.
Ironically, most countries in the world contribute to displacement or “in the business of” refugee

resettlement. As far as sources are concerned, in recent years, the countries of the Global South:
Asia, Africa, Latin America and Oceania have become major theaters of the refugee crisis. The
will to escape poverty and political oppression occurs for refugees, whether they feel conflict,
persecution, or economic trauma.
Africa Refugee Crisis
Africa fragmentation by endless postcolonial tribal conflicts tormenting the people of this
mineral-rich continent is not accidental. According to pew research in 2018, "since 2015, the
region’s displaced population has jumped by 42%, with most of this increase taking place in
2017 alone. By comparison, the number of displaced people living in the Eastern and Northern
Africa region fell 8% between 2015 and 2017, though it remains the world’s largest total
overall." By default, the continents lead as the most generous hosts of refugees and IDPs
worldwide. In the mid-2000, countries on the continent started referencing the global North's
examples that they found themselves defending their own increasingly restrictive policies and
practices. As the scenario was unfolding in Africa, further deterioration of the security situation
kept hundreds of thousands of people fleeing for safety. Most arrived in camps or neighboring
villages, and the arrivals had severe emotional and physical conditions. Paul Farmer (2014)
suggested, "to understand the pattern of structural oppression; one must possess adequate
knowledge of history and political economy. Historical understanding of the large-scale social
and economic structures in which afﬂictions reign." The perpetuating crisis in Africa and other
developing countries with many displaced migrants undeniably rooted in the legacy of European
expansion—the relationship with the current resettlement practice is in sync with the past
colonial events. Among them includes. First, there are analyses of refugee resettlement structures
against local urban and rural poverty and social inequalities in African countries. Second, there is

the resettlement of displaced populations internationally, which is strongly associated with
African's brain-drain—this when individuals with contributing power to the development of the
African continent decide to flee. Third, there are Western and Eastern nations overflooding
African countries with aid, resulting in further degeneration of regional peace accords.
Libya, the Democratic Republic of Congo (DRC), Burundi, Congo Brazzaville, Angola,
and Northeastern Nigeria, are all characterized by hazardous security conditions. These threats
include landmines and the inaccessibility of camps that prevent humanitarian workers from
accessing thousands of internally displaced persons. There are deliberate obstructions to the
delivery of humanitarian assistance by government authorities or rebel forces. In Northeast
Nigeria, for example, the Boko Haram militant group has successfully obstructed local NGOs'
operations through physical attacks, kidnapping, amputation, torture, and other harsh treatment
of community leaders, members, volunteers, destruction of volunteer posts, and seizure of
medical supplies. In Kenya, with the largest camp globally, most of the country's displaced
persons are citizens of other neighboring countries. The Al-Shabaab militant group has
occasionally blocked international agencies trying to bring assistance to the camps. Even when
access was resumed, many of the camps were inaccessible to relief agencies. Humanitarian
assistance is also limited by the inadequate international response and the lack of coordination.
Médecins Sans Frontiers (Doctors Without Borders; 1999) decried the international
community's unbelievable silence to the ongoing war in Congo Brazzaville. In Angola, another
example, a U.N. interagency mission in March 2000 concluded that there were serious gaps in
the planning, delivery, and monitoring of humanitarian assistance. Due to multilateral
agreements with developed nations, these countries' governments are indebted and too weak to
enforce standard rules of operations for international humanities agencies.

Asia Refugee Crisis
The refugee crisis in Asia is more complicated than those on the Africa continent. Most
countries in Asia are not a signatory to the international refugee declaration, recognizing refugee
rights and protections. It is not surprising as most refugee laws were Eurocentrically ordained,
and considering the contradictory political transition of Asia nation-states from the British
Empire was a complicated process. Syria, Sri Lanka, Indonesia, Myanmar, Yemen, and Iran
refugee crises are all politically charged with the international refugee system at the center with
limited capacities to offset the indifference. The Syrian civil war is by far the "worst
humanitarian disaster since the end of the cold war" (Sharara & Kanj, 2014). In 2014, United
Nations High Commissioner for Refugees (UNHCR 2014) registered over 700,000 Syrians in
search of security as refugees in Lebanon, Jordan, and Turkey. The ongoing fallout from a
country's casualties with about 22 million people has resulted in more than 7.6 million displaced
people and more than 3.2 million already receiving refugee status globally. Another relational
conflict in Asia is the Majority Buddhist Bangladesh-Myanmar crisis against Rohingya ethnic
minorities, Muslim (boat people). This act, described in the international community as ethnic
cleansing. More than 100,000 Rohingyas are confined into internally displaced camps, with
many more wanderings into neighboring counties. The world watches as this conflict subsides by
no means.
History of United States Refugee Resettlement
A refugee is “a person who is outside his or her country and who is unable or unwilling to
return because of persecution or a well-founded fear of persecution on account of race, religion,
nationality, membership in a particular social group, or political opinion” (Bruno, 2017). The US
used to receive a larger portion of those individuals and has historically taken in more refugees

than any other country in the world. With the Trump administration, this has become less and
less true (Connor 2017; McHugh 2018). In recent years, decision-makers debate revolves around
skills-based admission; it then shifts to federal policy, explicitly targeting and banning
individuals from Muslim-majority countries citing security concerns. The United States, which
used to be the country with the highest refugee admission numbers (more than 30 million) cut
down its admission by 80% in 2019 and more in 2020.
Many global resources go into implementing refugee resettlement policies and programs
in the United States. However, this has had no meaningful effect on survival psychology,
wellbeing, and adaptation of identified migrant groups—asylees, displaced persons, and
refugees. As several factors began to converge, changes in geopolitical value, regional economic
crises, migrant's determination to succeed against all the odds, personal and economic recovery
stories are also changing. That some refugees overcome these challenges is a story of great
courage and empowerment. However, refugees morphed into scapegoats, credit with blamed for
many domestic problems befalling US and other host countries, including regional insecurity,
draining resources, upward raising in crimes, and all forms of degradation happening in the host
environment.
There is an increase in illegal operations to move refugees from place to place, often
across dangerous travel routes. By the end of the 1990s, most European governments began to
view migration issues as human trafficking. The receiving countries were not paying attention to
the extent to which asylum seekers and migrants had the resolve to find any means possible to
reach a new country's shoreline. The US government was initially unsuccessful in cutting out the
root causes of such outflows. Still, they did little to preserve all persons' rights, regardless of
their reasons to travel, to seek and enjoy asylum from persecution. Unlike their European

counterpart, for United States resettlement organizations, it was business as usually—the
enactment of the Refugee Act of 1980 by the US congress support refugees admission policies
and is still relevant to date, even though the nature of the crisis has changed, the Act's principles
remains the same.
In recent years, the record-lowest admissions ceiling announced the fiscal year the 2020s,
18,000 refugees resettled into the United States from different countries. The hosting
organizations celebrate the stories of successful transition by refugees into the United States
mainland. Regardless, as Brick et al. (2010) argues, "Identified structural instabilities in the
programs." A significant portion of those admitted moved on to become entrepreneurs, elected
officials, police, business owners without interfacing with the US resettlement social structure.
Many others using the social system considered themselves lucky without fundamental
knowledge of how the system operates. The scale and functions of organizations involved in
resettlement operations have proliferated over the last century. It is challenging to define overall
functions and operations as a blurry line grows between government and non-government
organizations—in many ways, they facilitate similar operations. These organizations emerged
from humanitarian aid relief and service delivery origins. Challenging the church and state's
separation in the United States, the gaps filled using religious organizations to conduct many
humanitarian operations.
As the United States' power grew after the cold war, the need to step up, to expand
international development increases forcing the Congress of the 1970s to propose several foreign
aid measures—the preceding year shows a twenty-five percent increase in the foreign aid budget.
Resettlement organizations categorized by geographic area, population served, and other
characteristics of this sort. The classification is in line with the U.S. tax code, as charities and

service delivery organizations (e.g., relief during emergencies, non-formal education, health care,
legal services, housing, and mental health services) and advocacy organizations (e.g., migration,
lobbying, and mobilization around issues), none of which prioritized or promote paradigm that
embraces such as the strength perspective.
United States Office of Refugee Resettlement
Since the inception of the United States Office of Refugee Resettlement (ORR), this
governmental organization has resettled about 464,700 Christian and 310,700 Muslim refugees
into different American communities. While 85% of that number usually look to the resettlement
organizations to deal with different integration stages, transitions and adaptations, and
livelihood; the other 15% rely on self-reliance survival instinct; they identified the multiple
migration experience before arriving in the US as the sources of their strength. Regardless of the
identified inequalities, ORR operation remains the same with an annually spending expenditure
of $1.905 billion.
Public Opinion on Refugee Resettlement
Dany Bahar, Senior Fellow – Brooking Institute, refer to refugees as the drivers of
knowledge across borders, critical for developing nations. Naturally, most often, this knowledge
translates into an economic gain for the country of adoption, and sometimes, it also favors the
country of origin as remittances are sent back in commercial relational exchange. For most
refugees from developing countries, migration into an economically stable country is a highly
appealing option. The multiple journeys involve before arriving at the destination is often
perilous; the promise of socioeconomic opportunity to support livelihood and liberation from
civil unrest and government inequalities seems a better option. Nevertheless, for many recipient
countries, refugee admission remains contentious. Dated back to the first national poll data

collected in the mid-1930s to "aggregate people’s views regarding community interest" (RJ
Simon 1996), "verbal response from a representative sample of adults in the United States
shows people are concern about important issues affecting refugees and refugees policy," the
data revealed great public sympathy. However, Blitz (2017), "sympathy has been dismissed by
politicians who have concerns regarding security and integration as a reason for introducing
restrictive policies on asylum and humanitarian assistance. “In the U.S., where this study takes
place, all branches of governments are struggling to settle on resettlement positions. Some
recognize the potential benefits of admitting refugees and other migrants' groups. Others call for
strict admission to ensure that only skilled workers are accepted. Still, other calls for preventing
admission at all cost; the view of those with this sentiment is that migrants drive down wages
and undermine the dominating structure. The claim also attacks cultural pluralism—some define
this claim as economic loss to the host way of life, the culture, and tradition.
Research highlights that many refugees arrive in the United States with high expectations and
aspirations to improve wellbeing. In contrast, some refugees find it challenging to resettle; this
claim support by studies in post-resettlement trauma, language barriers, previous education
disruption, lack of family support, and inaccessibility to the local labor market. The failure to
acknowledge and meet psychosocial and emotional needs, racism, discrimination, and cultural
insensitivity detailed in other literature. At the same time, there is a growing body of empirical
evidence supporting adjustment. While acknowledging refugees and their families'
determinations to succeed, pursue educational training, career, and entrepreneur goals. Bacchi
(2012) "problematizations are ways of thinking that emerge from practices rather than from
people as agents,” for this study, "refugee organizations" did not exist as an object outside of
resettlement practice that constitutes them. There is a need to look at how resettlement came to

be an entity and how policymakers use them—how they were set aside primarily to resettled
refugees through an internal and external system. By examining this process, it possible to relate
refugee resettlement organizations with a whole range of governed objectives. These governed
categories commonly thought of as "entities," “agencies,” or “organization” produced through
the very practices that create them as categories―e.g. practices of measurement and comparison.
Moreover, Bacchi (2015), "these condensations of thinking and other practices shape and
influence practitioners in these entities in profound and uncharted ways. Attention, therefore, is
directed away from an intentional, agentic human subject, as seen in interpretivism, to the
myriad complex strategic relations that produce "subjects" in continual formation." Attainment
and the manifestation of such intention depend primarily on the dominating structure. It is,
therefore, critically important to problematize the resettlement organizations as a problem
requiring a transformation. In this context, the need to look at organizational reform takes
precedent. This dissertation wishes to contribute to bodies of work in critical community
psychology to deconstruct a complex problem.
Behaviors Informing Resettlement
The euro-patriarchal behaviors that inform the decision through the early 1800s presently
still apply to the refugee resettlement and admission organizations' operation. During the seventh
and eighteenth centuries, the European population resettled in America were given lands to farm
with an agricultural agent to keep them abreast of farming trends and lowest interest loans to aid
in mechanizing their farms. These incentives allow successful assimilation while African brought
into the new world in chains earlier in the fifteenth century were denied similar privileges. The
abolishment of the slave trade in the eighteenth century was supposed to set Africans in

American and worldwide free, but despite the undoubted achievement, most Africans face the
worst economic and social discrimination and uncommon racial disadvantage.
Statement of the Problem
The purpose of this critical ethnography study explores the institutional structure of refugee
resettlement in the United States—the study also sought out systemic ways of providing an
alternative setting. Based on Foucault’s analytic strategy, the intent to problematize these
agencies—to provide critical objectives of the historical and governmental practices, emerge as
psychological challenges (Foucault, 1986, Bacchi, 2012; Koopman, 2013). The capitalistic
philosophy guiding resettlement practices remains unchanged from the early 18th century—in
1950, the United Nations High Commissioner for Refugee (UNCHR) budget was US$300,000.
Currently, the annual budget on record for 2019 is US$8.6 billion. The work size and cost have
grown exponentially while the population and the crisis complexity continue unabated.
As part of the refugee strategies of survival, resettled migrants must interface with settlement
organization(s) to access mainstream opportunities as stipulated in the assimilation policy to
enjoy the host society's benefits. Unfortunately, complications in the structure of settlement
agencies are prohibitive to post-settlement adjustment.
Historical Overview of Literature
The literature review opens with a historical overview that provides the backdrop for
current problems in the global refugee resettlement agencies, followed by reviews of previous
studies on missions and functions of these agencies tasked with resettlement responsibilities. The
review concluded with an analysis of US-based refugee resettlement agencies—the history of the
US Immigration and Naturalization Acts are very controversial. The compilation of laws and
executive actions on immigration policy shows "indifference of opinion" from the three branches

of government and natural-born citizens. Starting with the Naturalization Act of 1790 right after
the adoption of the constitution in 1789, the Act very clearly stated "established to provide
residency for free, white and of good moral character" the Act of 1802 follows the same
admissible line—free white with the exclusion of many national groups in desperate need of
resettlement. The 19th-century usher in the Page Act of 1875 with a strong emphasis on ending
"open border" for "undesirable immigrants," archival records show this Act started the hateful
rhetoric against immigrants—specifically around ethnicity and national groups such as the
Chinese immigrants of 1875. The immigration Act of 1917, during the first pre-world-war era of
the 20th century, was the most restrictive immigration legislation to date—overwhelmingly
passed by a majority in the legislative chamber. The Act excluded immigrants who were
illiterate, mentally defective, including those with same-sex orientation and others originating
from the Asiatic zone (Asian and Pacific islanders). The Trump Administration limitation policy
is made possible by the 1921 Emergency Quota Act—The Quota Act marks first-year
immigrant's expert started using "number limit." The language around admission changed after
the second World-War—the relaxed policy and laws seem calculated; the United States needs
cheap labor to grow the home economy after the war. The Immigration and Naturalization Act of
1952 carefully enacted to remove exclusion for Asian immigrants (most Asian countries were
engaged in an ongoing internal and external conflict), admission granted on education, relevant
skills, and political affiliations. Asian immigrants were hardworking and willing to engage in
cheap labor. The migrants were mostly political asylees branded as opposition to the government
of the country of origin. The 1965 Act went a step further; it abolished the system of a nationalorigin quota system. From here on, there were significant increases in the total number of
immigrants admitted into the United States, particularly from Asia and Africa.

The project that started in the 1800s to grow economically through the admission of
mostly poor immigrants to perform cheap labor and the present influx of migrants are the
same—though intersections of both are debatable. However, according to Waseem (2018), there
is no denying that "immigration is not a program to be administered; rather, it is a phenomenon
to be managed." The complexity of present-day immigration admission is much different from
that of the late 1800s; a closer look at the Refugee Act of 1980, the Immigration Act of 1990, the
Immigration Reform and Control Act 1986, and the Dream Act shows this era shares behavioral
evolution in policymakers and society. Immigration policies from 1790 to 1953 embraced the
patriarchy mindset, where men primarily hold power and predominate in roles of political
leadership, moral authority, social privilege, and control of natural resources. The power shift of
1960—1980 encourages the liberal feminist movement or the birth of an inclusive society where
behavior modifications were due to gender and racial equality campaigns. Regardless, neither
American resettlement agencies nor any other affiliate organizations worldwide today resemble
what they were a century or more ago.
The seeds of contemporary resettlement agency started with the evolution of the US
refugee policy. The most notable shift includes 1) the Refugee Relief Act of 1953; 2) Ad hoc
parole to executive power 1948-1960; 3) Group based-emerging institutional structures 19601980; 4) Diversity and nonpolitical: Refugee Act 1980(Kennedy act); 5) Welfare state
development (Hyper Ghetto). The changes happening in the country at the time—many of which
continue to challenge refugee resettlement agencies presently (Keys & Frank 1987) said, "we
cannot understand individuals unless we understand their natural settings and their interactions
with those settings" the intentions behind resettling people were less people-centered; instead,
they were politically initiated. Resettlement programs do not control the number, pace, or

particular needs of refugees resettled in their communities from year to year; per capita funding
has long represented a source of instability for them (Darrow 2015, 5; Darrow 2018). These
agencies have also historically struggled to accommodate refugees' large-scale secondary
migration (Brown and Scribner 2014, 112-114). The main reason why, even in years with
relatively high admission levels, resettlement agencies struggled to sustain necessary positions
and funding levels. History of these agencies' characteristics and influence were thought of as
promoting individual empowerment—often at the expense of ignoring asymmetrical power
relationships in the receiving society. The claim to support refugees as oppressed groups by
several mainstream resettlement agencies challenged by (Apfelbaum 1989) assessment "they
may be informed of or consulted about situations which affect them, but they do not have any
real decision-making power"; hence their contributions signaled rippled-effect perpetuating an
unjust society. A study by (Ife 1995) specifically looks at how organizations may also suffer
from the process of "co-option," whereby members become part of the very power structures
which they opposed initially. These authors highlight the fragilities of refugee resettlement
(Anker & Posner, 1981; Bon Tempo, 2008; Holman, 1996; N. L. Zucker, 1983; N. L. Zucker &
Zucker, 1991); their historical work examine the strategic political use of resettlement policies
and the relationship between US foreign policy on resettlement and domestic social issues. The
studies identified several factors, including diversion tactics, to gain political advantage over
other nations.
Similarly, in her street-level review of US resettlement agencies (Darrow 2015), the
impact of "the complex refugee admissions, allocations, and funding structures drive
inconsistency and unreliability down the organizational chain, so that the consequences felt at the
point of service delivery." Other research attributes underutilization to factors including

administrative exclusion, stigma, and lack of information. Other literature considered
resettlement agencies role in pushing employment first-option assistant during the postsettlement integration period and found that it is unclear whether this assistance makes any
difference (Caplan, Whitmore, & Choy, 1989; Gold, 1992; North et al., 1982) or is in the best
interest of the refugee population. For instance, (Stein 1979) study of "Vietnamese refugees who
arrived in the mid-70s, found that this cohort had poor workforce participation rates and that
resettlement workers pushed them to take any job, regardless of wages or skills required. There
is some research, however, that indicates the obvious (Bruno, 2011; Newland, 1995; Schwartz,
2010) "The basic premise underlying the US resettlement program is that refugees can benefit
from institutional support as they begin to integrate into their new country, an integration which
is meant to include economic self-sufficiency" these studies leave unanswered questions about
how integration and self-sufficiency are provided and why they will likely remain the ways they
are without using these list from (Martín-Baró, 1987) organizational methods to fight for social
change: (a) recuperate the historical memory of the group(s) in question, (b) unmask the
dominant narratives or the so-called "common sense" of the oppressor, (c) work on the strengths
of the group itself, (d) promote critical thought and action amongst members of the community,
and (e) campaign for the community's institutions to manage the community's needs, fighting for
its rights and denouncing injustice through political participation.
Few studies take the resettlement organizations as a unit of analysis, and they begin to
address such questions. For example, (Nawyn 2006) study provides a broad look at resettlement
organizations and asks how agencies differ in how they perform their resettlement tasks. (Herod,
Rainnie, & McGrath-Champ, 2007) One common thread of this work is the dynamics of
struggle, conﬂict, negotiation, and power between key organizational stakeholders (e.g.,

advocacy groups, coalitions, unions, multinationals, non-governmental bodies, and other
regulators) play out across spaces and places over time, with signiﬁcant possibilities for shaping
and imagining the social reproduction of capitalism in different ways. According to (Boyd 2014),
"At a fairly large-scale, macro-or societal level, anyone can see explicitly of the processoriented, micro-macro, systemic tensions at the heart of organizational and community
dynamics."
Theoretical Framework
In this study, the researcher uses critical community psychology's conceptual frameworks
to analyze resettlement agencies' complex nature. CCP theory takes as its starting points a
commitment (Fox 2000) "to bring about radically better society" (Evans, Duckett, Lawthom, &
Livell, 2017) "draw attention to the socially divisive and ecologically destructive dominant
ideological structures that maintain oppressive social conditions for the vulnerable resettled
population— "such as modernity, colonialism, capitalism, neoliberalism globalization,
patriarchy, hegemony, and racism." The operational philosophy of resettling people and the
patriarch natures of the structure needs critique to unsettle the observable inadequacy
Purpose of the Study
This study takes up the case of nonprofit, for-profit, non-governmental organizations as the
primary location for resettlement policy implementation. It also critically investigates the
relationship between the refugee resettlement organizations and the federal government and asks
how these contracts shape policies operate at the delivery level. This study offers the opportunity
to critically explore the philosophy, practice, program, growth projections, and structure of these
organizations by asking the following research questions:

•

In what ways does dominant refugee practice, which has historically been capitalistic,
patriarchal, and racist, impact American refugee resettlement systems?

•

In what ways are opportunities for refugee voice created or constrained by the dominant
ideological structures in both formal and informal settings.
METHOD: STUDY 2
This study attempts to understand refugee resettlement agency operations as part of the

refugee's survival experience. This study assumes a critical constructivist philosophical paradigm
that makes assumptions about powerful groups. One of these assumptions is that these groups
can “pretend to give voice to the less powerful but ultimately maintain their legitimacy by
continuously undermining alternative visions and structures.” A critical ethnographic approach
was applied to investigate these agencies' social and cultural patterns—a semi-structured
interview was used with an open-ended, exploratory interview format to obtain orienting
information about resettlement agencies' history from professionals working in those settings.
The data analysis process includes both inductive and deductive analysis.
This section describes the study design: study participants, sampling and setting, participant’s
observation, data collection procedure, qualitative approach, and IRB criteria. The section
concludes with recruitment, data analysis procedures, and criteria for trustworthiness.
Study Participants Sampling and Setting
Purposive sampling identified participants with knowledge or experience with the
phenomenon of interest (Sandelowski, 1995, 2000; Speziale & Carpenter, 2007). Two executives
who met the inclusion criteria agreed to participate—then, the convenience sampling method
introduces diversification to the sampling pool. The two convenience sampling participants
introduce other participants to the study, making snowball sampling possible—snowball

sampling relies solely on participant-initiated referrals (Schneider, Whitehead, LoBiondo-Wood,
& Haber, 2013). To minimize sampling's inherent danger, the researcher combines these three
methods: purposeful, convenience, and snowballing. Transcultural researchers have combined
sampling techniques to minimize sampling threat (Penrod, Preston, Cain, & Starks, 2003) and
meet the necessary criteria of appropriateness and adequacy as described by Morse and Field
(1995). This study's sample size anticipates ten participants— however, saturation was
determined when no new information emerges (Padgett, 2008). Observation of redundancy
during data analysis became apparent. From a grounded theory standpoint, Uequhart (2013)
defines saturation as: the point in coding when you find no new codes occur in the data.” There
are mounting instances of the same codes but no new ones.
Purposive sampling requires the researcher knows the setting and those in the position of
power to grant access—vital to gaining access to participants is identifying gatekeepers
(Creswell, 2012) who act as liaisons between the researcher and participants and can control
access to data collection sites (Hodgson, 2001). Although potentially assets to studies,
gatekeepers can constitute some risk (Hammersley & Atkinson, 2005) because they may have
their agenda or interpretation of the research's meaning and purpose; hence, the participants are
gatekeepers with a vested interest in the outcomes of this study
Participant Observation
Participant observation in a relatively unstructured manner of data collection in natural
settings sometimes involves participation with people studied (Dewalt & Dewalt, 2011).
Participant observation requires the researcher to participate in social situations (Davis, Powell,
& Lachlan, 2010; Dewalt & Dewalt, 2011; Spradley, 1980). The researcher actively participated
in various voluntary roles in the participant's organizations. This ethnographic style observation

took place over thirty-six months—the nature of each observation varies. The researcher kept
field notes to identify dates and times and describe settings, participants, activities, and the
researcher’s experience (Hammersley & Atkinson, 2007).
Data Collection Procedures
Before collecting data, the researcher submitted a proposal to the Institutional Research
Board (IRB) at National Louis University to conduct a qualitative study on refugee resettlement
agencies. Upon approval of the IRB ensuring the protection of the human subjects, the researcher
proceeded with the data collection. Implementation of convenience sampling followed with the
researcher's connections known through educational, professional, and extended social circles,
both in-person and online connections—one-on-one interviews conducted via remote Zoom
meetings (Interview Protocol in Appendix). Participants were handed or emailed the consent
forms with stated disclosures and details about the research purpose, procedure, risks, benefits,
confidentiality, and participants' rights. All interviews recorded were transcribed with otter.ai/.
The average interview lasted between 60—90 minutes.
As previously stated, this study used a semi-structured interview comprised of
preliminary demographic questions followed by an in-depth inquiry into the study area. The
interview protocol began with the demographic questions, including length as a service provider,
type of services provided, and country of origin, gender, and spoken language. Open-ended
questions followed the demographic questions and probes for clarity to gain insight into the
extent to which the refugee resettlement agencies operate and the impact on refugee survival
psychology. For the participants to recall any unique experience, open-end, and exploratory
interview, conversational style questions were employed. There was one data collection session
with each participant and follow-up interviews with four participants to clarify data for a total of

eight participants’ interviews. Each initial data collection session began with the demographic
questionnaire, followed by the semi-structured interview.
It is essential to use excellent interviewing techniques (Irwin & Johnson, 2005; Munhall,
2007). Strategies for a good interview include listening carefully, being present in the moment,
taking time without rushing participants or constant critiquing, avoiding professional talk, and
avoiding leading participants (Morse & Field, 1996). The participants provided a clear cultural
description of the phenomenon (Spradley, 1979). The first few minutes of the first interview
were spent getting reacquainted and giving the participants some background information to
support the recruitment email sent weeks in advance. The email includes an introduction to the
study, the IRB approval letter, a demographic questionnaire, and the consent forms. Participants
were encouraged to stop the interview when the need arose before seeking permission to ZoomRecord. All the interviews conducted in English lasted (60 to 90minutes).
The researcher conducted the follow-up interview two weeks after the first interview,
allowing participant’s time to reflect on the interview experience (Seidman, 1991). The two
weeks provide sufficient time to analyze the data and identify points to clarify from the first
interview (Spradley, 1979). The second interview with four participants lasted 10 to 30 minutes.
The second interview criteria include clarification of data, providing the participants an
opportunity to comment on the interviewer’s descriptions, and elaborate on their original
statements.
Critical Ethnographic Approach
A critical ethnography research approach was selected for this study. Understandably so,
as both descriptive and interpretive approach to critical ethnography align with postenlightenment philosophical assumption situated in a social context where knowledge help

shaped the value of human agents, communities, and organizational relationships. Critical
ethnography adopts a complex theoretical orientation toward a culture where cultures are a
collective of different magnitudes, such as a community of resettlement agencies with differentbut-equal unequal power positions. According to (Creswell 2005), some key characteristics mark
an ethnographic study with a critical approach.
Qualitative Approach
This study draws from the interpretive framework; the research draws on both critical
constructivism and positivism paradigm. In other words, subjectivity valued as one of the
primary sources of data based on the assumption that the phenomena of interest are contextual;
therefore, this study uses qualitative methods to gain multiple data sources—overlapped and
probed for a more fully textured description and analysis of the phenomena (Fine, Morrill, &
Surianarain, 2008; Glesne & Peshkin, 1992). For this study, the qualitative description is
appropriate because it documents human services professionals' perspectives with more direct
potential.
Semi-Structured Interview
This dissertation's research component is a critical ethnographic analysis of refugee
resettlement and other services agencies in Chicago. Data was collected and analyzed, utilizing
an ethnographic approach. As an integrated framework to this analysis, the researcher is referring
to it as critical constructivism. The process enables the researcher to focus on related experiences
with settlement services agency while seeking to understand historically hegemonic power-over
influence on these agencies. These ideologies are the historically dominate belief systems that
created the design of our current resettlement systems. This study seeks to make the underlying
belief system clear.

DATA ANALYSIS PROCEDURES
The iterative process increases the researcher's chances of generating the desired outcome
from systemic repetitious sequences of data until the comprehensive description was achieved.
The qualitative studies application allows the researchers to move back and forth concurrent with
data collection (Hammersley & Atkinson, 2007) from data collection to sequence analysis. Data
from each participant were analyzed separately before triangulating cross-identification to
identify a pattern and common themes.
The analytic data method for interviews and notes from field observation created
inductive content analysis, the method of choice in qualitative studies (Sandelowski, 2000). The
inductive analysis enables the categories and the names for subcategories to flow from data as
the researcher immersed in critical inquiry. Inductive content analysis facilitates data movement
from the specific to the general (Chinn & Kramer 1999) and involves three main phases:
Preparation, organizing, and reporting (Elo & Kyngäs, 2008; Schilling, 2006).
This analysis process included 5 main phases: 1) analyzing demographics, 2) preparing the data,
3) organizing the data, 4) reporting the data, and 5) the incorporation of researcher bias in
reflection on the interpretation of findings.
1) Demographic Data Phase
The researcher used IBM SPSS to analyze the Demographic Questionnaire. The
computed descriptive statistic describes sample characteristic obtain through the demographic
questions
2) Preparation Phase
Data were transcribed verbatim—Otter.ai transcripts serve as the primary sources of data
for content analysis. The critical ethnographic observation notes woven into the study were also

verbatim transcript by the researcher. Reading and editing transcripts was methodical as the
researcher repeat the process numerous times before “obtaining a sense of the whole” (Tesch,
1990) and “selecting the unit to analyze” (McCain, 1988; Cavanagh, 1997). The researcher
methodically read each participant's transcript, choosing text that describes words or phrases that
capture the study's objectives from the participant’s words. The researcher determined
introductory codes with the initial coding of two-three transcripts—" a coding manual was
developed” Weber (2000), to ensure consistency.
The first part of the coding manual was the procedure for handling all types of data. In
the second part, the coding scheme contained identification numbers, category names, detailed
category definitions, code rules, and examples. A codebook was created to ensure consistency
between coded categories. The data transcript from the otter transcription software went
manually into the codebook using a word document. The researcher conducts the interviews with
the same accuracy to increase data reliability, documenting participants' expression and delivery
in responses to questions.
3) Organization Phase
Codes were generated and sorted to identify similar phrases, patterns, and themes; this
process categorizes various codes—the relationships and the links—the emergent categories
grouped into meaningful clusters (Coffey & Atkinson, 1996; Patton, 2000). The researcher
extracts important sequences, features, differences, and commonalities among data. Similar
responses grouped as sub-categories—the relationship between these sub-categories was
combined to make categories.
4) Reporting Phase

The researcher identified exemplars for each code and categories from the data based on
research questions—additionally, relationships between categories and sub-categories based on
similarity in responses from participants. The organization of final codes into the hierarchical
structure was decided on the generalization that holds to existing knowledge. The abstraction
process continued until a detailed description of the purpose of the study emerged.
5) Personal Bias and Assumptions
Qualitative research relies more on the experience and judgment of the researcher. Data
collection is often unique to personal experience—it is much easier to avoid quantitative research
bias. Personal biases might influence the interpretation of findings from this study. The
researcher had been working in the field for a long time, and he has arguably complex
understandings of the nature of global refugee resettlement organizations. The researcher utilizes
non-Western approaches such as psychosocial accompaniment (Watkins, 2020) to center refugee
voices. A critical constructivist viewpoint allows the researcher to acknowledge the previous
viewpoint while embracing assumptions presented during interviews and observation processes.
The carefully constructed interview questions may reflect some of the researcher's biases.
Nevertheless, the questions aim to elicit rich quality dialogue, allowing participants the
opportunity to deny, confirm, or affirm the belief of the organization they represent. With the
analysis, the researcher is determined to suspend judgment and to be open to alternative
viewpoints or ways of coding the data. The study area's in-depth knowledge was instrumental in
checking, reflecting on, and questioning the responses' more profound meaning.
The impetus for this dissertation study began while the researcher volunteer with New
York Care in 2009. These experiences set the stage for the researcher to observe numerous other

resettlement agencies' philosophies and practices. Study one represents the thesis, while the
second focuses dissertation.
Participants in study one expressed the desire to relocate back to their country of origin,
concerned that this might not be such an ideal situation for these agencies. One of the biases at
hand is that the researcher believes repatriation, returning to one’s country of origin, is the right
policy decision. The second study partially investigates how voluntary repatriation works. The
researcher was interested in learning about the participant perceptions of the types of
opportunities perceived to exist for refugees to return to the country of origin. The fear of
possible traumatic experiences and other adverse events when returning to one’s country
sometimes seemed to outweigh the meaningful opportunities that existed. However, the thesis
study results confirm that refugees are motivated groups of people to succeed regardless of any
oppressive system. The concern was always likely that voluntary repatriation might overwhelm
an established structure, responsibilities, and obligations associated with such a system becoming
less worrisome, considering most refugees' curious nature. Most of all, resettlement agencies'
visions, when compared with the refugee experience's reality, offer misconceptions. These
assessments help frame questions on the state of global refugee resettlement systems. Therefore,
this study design carefully critiques the resettlement agencies' work by analyzing each identified
establishment's decision-makers and programs.
The refugee populations are studied across multiple disciplines for many reasons, yet, the
approach to administering social integration, cultural assimilations, and economic mobility
depends mostly on need-default assumptions. The agency's history needs to be critically studied
to provide objective observation of survival strategies attached to refugees' experience. The most
prevalent critiques of resettlement agencies are that too many offer similar operations—it seems

Overview of Results
This study uses qualitative methods to gain multiple data sources to overlap and probed for a
more fully textured description and analysis of the phenomena (Fine, Morrill, & Surianarain,
2008; Glesne & Peshkin, 1992). Interpretive framework positions the meaning-making practice
of human actors at the center of this study to provide a scientific explanation. The framework
seeks to understand social worlds from the point of view of participants—the researcher explores
the topic with a significant amount of direct observation or interaction with subjects—As a
result, critical analysis of the interviews' data and theoretical data saturation achieved. The
following discussions provide greater detail about the results elicited from participants through
in-depth, Zoom interviews addressing the specific research questions. Participants’ responses to
the interview questions on the domain of “Historically capitalistic, patriarchal, and racist, impact
American refugee resettlement systems” and “the dominant ideological structures” revealed three
main categories and six subcategories (Table 0). The main categories are refugees as human
capital and organizational relationships. Each of the Main Categories has three subcategories.

Main category: Organizational Performance
Refugees as Human Capital: The continuous function of the US resettlement system
depends mostly on refugee inflow. The majority of the study participants mentioned refugees as
a must-have commodity without which a total collapse is possible:
There is competition for clients, and many organizations see their clients as proprietary.
Unfortunately, the US refugee admissions program focuses on self-reliance, that it does
not give refugees much time to adapt or integrate before they go to work.
Refugees are forced to work, you know, pretty much as soon as they arrive, as soon as they
can find a job, they have to take whatever survival job they can find.

Most organizations measure performance, using refugees as a unit or a product.
Purposely aiding the VOLAG competitive bidding systems to enable these practices to continue
unabated—evidence gathered correspond with the nature of profit-making organizations—
increase and improve financial performance. The humanistic side of settlement stands no
counterproductive chance.
Subcategory: Services Similarity
All participants agreed that services need a complete overhaul; they argued that the
current services are not necessarily human-focused as the government rigidly monopolizes
operation through funding and other licensing regulations:
These programs and services generally look the same because the funding structure is the
same. They do that because these organizations are getting paid a lot of money within the
first 90 days.
The current system is like telling the people that if you go out and make more money, you
will lose the benefit you have, instead of encouraging them to make more money, be
independent, and bring in creative creativity to this society.
The respondent thinks it is a waste of resources when productivity performance is
measured among similar agencies—the respondent perceptions, their capacity to serve, and type
of services correlate with some refugee's refusal to do anything with the agencies after their
initial resettlement case.
Subcategory: City of Resettlement
The participants reported on the limited opportunity created in the community of
settlement; these innercity communities are identified as the marginalized, with minority group
co-struggling for resources:
Because the city of Chicago is built on inequality, right? There are many neighborhoods
in our city, where people who have lived for generations in America are stuck with terrible
poverty, terrible conditions, terrible social conditions. There is much violence, there are

not enough jobs, and there is not enough education. And until our government understands
that those people's needs are just as crucial as wealthy Chicago needs and the resettled
individual, we will not have a more equitable city.
It is hard to imagine that we could address refugees' issues—we have the inner-city school
crisis, refugee’s resettlement, compounding the problems.
There is so much inequity in Chicago's existing civic structures that's a big part of the
problem. We have to fix that before we can fix other parts, maybe all at once, but there
needs to be a sense that it is all-important.
The respondent's explanations review key vulnerability elements: system insensitivity,
adaptive discrimination, post-settlement regression, and implicit biases. These elements identify
the general causal, temporal, and spatial dimension of irreconcilable difference between refugee
agency and resettlement organization services delivery in cities of adoption.
Subcategory: Mental Health
The participants discussed different experiences with individual refugees. Their
perceptions of these services are good (positive) or not so good (negative) also led them to
compare and contrast mental services in other parts of the world. Most participants reported on
the limitations imposed by government agencies providing mental healthcare services. The
“smaller resettlement agencies cannot provide the full range of services” Also, many refugees
do not understand or have faith in the mental services offered to them:
There is much stigma around mental health. Thus, folks may not be willing to engage in
mental health services, at least initially.
Whenever we want to offer something like our mental health services, the government will
not provide any funds to help our mental health program. So, we had to find private dollars
from foundations and individuals to start a program that we thought was important
whenever we wanted to offer that.
With different levels of resources at organizations' disposal, refugees at different
adaptation stages should have unlimited access to affordable mental health services, considering
the higher volume of newly arrived refugees exposed to untreated traumas. Instead, evidence

gathered reviewed prioritization politicization. Points gathered from respondents advocate for
culturally tailored mental health services within refugees' residing communities for easy
accessibility. These services should also be independent of resettlement organization and the
CBOs to function independently.
Subcategory: Redefinition
Considering the US history of resettling displaced people, the idea of redefining such a
system seems unattainable to the study participants. Nevertheless, they all agreed to the
faultlines. One participant summarized the reality as:
I think that resettlement, like, we have talked about it is a humanitarian program.
However, I would be remiss if I did not recognize that much of the displacement is a
direct result of US intervention. The US has been involved in colonialization for as long
as we have been alive. Many of the conflicts result from the US's attempt to change
regimes or different efforts that this country is making in state-building and development.
Other participants were uncomfortable initially but later respond with resettlement redefinition is
impossible and it not up to them:
We have to recognize that we have a responsibility to do this work regardless of many
apparent problems. As a local resettlement agency, I also think that is not something that
we are equipped to do because that is a large-scale problem.
One participant reluctantly concluded that small wins are the only fuel for redefinition:
To meet each of my students' needs is my role; that is what I am doing in the resettlement
world—aspiring to help each client meet their full potential and not allowing the English
language to be a barrier to the goals that they have to be here in the US time and time
again, clients will say I want to do this, but I do not speak English.
Many of the respondents see the proposals for alternative transformative system change
as challenging the status quote. Meanwhile, it is equally conflicting to work within a system
without paying attention to the many damages created by the US savor complex and foreign
policy interventions.
Main Category: Conflictual Relationship

The sanctuary city of Chicago is home to over ninety nonprofit organizations providing
social support services with federal and state allocations—private donations from philanthropic
foundations also make up 60% of the operational fund. Many of the identified organizations
target these private funders, making the process super competitive. A participant confirms,
“Every nonprofit hires a consultant and puts money into applying for those grants.” Further
testimony from participants alluded to the resettlement agency's positionality and the perceived
nature of their intervention. Some of the participants had this to say about the process:
When you apply for a state grant in Illinois, ten other agencies apply for the same grant.
The deliverables are usually things that the state tells us they want to see in the grant and
the grant application process.
60% privately funded through individual donors and foundations. And then the other
40% or so comes from government funds and allocations given per refugee that we
resettle
We sort of target the foundation to go after yearly. And, you know, most of the larger
foundations, it is their national awards. So, there may be two awardees in Illinois, and
there are three in California and four in Texas, but they are transformative. They give
you funds and allow you to design the program boldly without the traditional confines of
the state funding mechanism
The genesis of the conflict falls into two categories. First, resettlement agencies enjoy
special privileges from both government and private foundations, from resource allocation to
partnership recognition. Second, private foundations practice a mix of open and close
deliberations—shifting back and forth to optimize results in different influential circumstances.
Subcategory: Operational Fractions
From the above sample, it is clear that resettlement agencies enjoy special privileges in
allocation from federal and state grants and private donations than other identify entities.
Participants from those setting could not hide their frustrations:

Outright racism has been the driver of policy and tension between organizations like the
federal government and us. There has always been the funding issue, regardless of
whether it is a Democratic or Republican administration.
Resettlement agencies could not serve these clients. For years, they usually tell them to
go to their ethnic-based community organization; quickly pushing their refugees' clients
out to the ethnic agencies, claiming the capacity issue
Additionally, when participants were asked how they felt about the funding limitation, they
described Trump's withdrawal of support as unfavorable, evidenced in statements such as:
The current federal administration does not want organizations like ours to exist, and
they will cut funding out and make changes so that it makes it harder for us to continue to
be around.
With the cuts by the Trump administration, I think the resettlement agencies are trying to
serve the refugee families a little bit longer than the three months or the four months,
serving them a little bit longer seems rational because otherwise, it will be tough for the
agencies if they do not have new clientele coming in.
Base on observation and responses from participants working in the community and
ethnic-based setting. The financial stress and effort to build a long-term relationship with clients,
where their needs and wants are prioritized, already surpass irreconcilability.
Subcategory: Dependent on Grant
It is easy to understand the frustration of professionals in the community and ethnicbased settings. The relational strategy is not transmitting beyond their community, affecting the
operation and the intention to provide a full range of services. The participants from these
agencies express their desire to do more:
It is challenging to want to appease donors in order to receive the funds that they can
provide for us
It ultimately comes down to funding and not having the fiscal capacity to be able to meet
these specialized needs
Funding is five or ten years behind some of the actual problems that we see on the
ground

It is safe to conclude the unduly influence of institutional bias on these agencies. The
size, type, location, and reputation seem to mean more to funders than operational outcomes.
Otherwise, the available evidence supports the accountability and accuracy of community and
ethnic-based agencies' services, yet grants are discretionary given to resettlement agencies.
Subcategory: Power through Intake
Case managers stand between the agencies and the refugees; they provide initial intake
process, needs assessment, and service planning. One of the participants with ten years of direct
experience as case managers said:
People involved in refugees serving organizations come to it with a good intention, right?
They want to do it because they want to help. Thus, I think they feel like it is a moral
imperative to do this work. However, once you get involved in it, you find out that there is
so much bureaucracy
Another participant confirms, “it is not purely humanitarian anymore” She claims the
time spent to process, assess, and plan to establish specific goals and the actions taken to meet
those goals do not support the group's empowerment.
The money that we get to resettle a refugee is only supposed to help them for their
first three months. But the truth is that money barely makes one month. That
makes
our effort super personal because we have to figure out several things to support our clients.
The role of the case managers primarily helps determine agencies' prioritization of
clients' needs. The assessment of respondents and personal observation show a duty shift. The
reason for this shift includes too many to manage clients attached to one caseworker; the length
of time agencies can spend on a client is becoming lesser by the day, affecting the human
agency.
Subcategory: Operation Support
Government programs may be administered by the federal government alone or in
partnership with states. Close cooperation with state and local governments ensures that refugees

resettled in communities that are eager and equipped to support their successful integration into
American society and provide temporary job placement. The participants recognize government
roles but say it hard to reconcile with realities at the delivery level. The testimony below is a
blunt assessment of government mismanagement influence on the settlement agencies
You do not create a plan just because you are the government or at the top of the
resettlement organization. The is not an assumption game. It is about human life.
The majority of the participant express disagreement with government plans and
subjective outcomes placed on operation at the delivery level without direct inputs from
professionals or the consent of the people living with these unique experiences. Below is a list of
compliant registered:
And that is why we need organizations that do not necessarily depend on the ORR money
to continue helping refugees become independent, not dependent on the services provided
by the system
We need to talk to the community leaders. We need to talk to the institution. In the
community or the government, the case manager, and the organization, everybody has to
come and sit down at this table and talk. As an organization, we say this our
organizational needs; as individuals in the community, refugees can express how they
feel and advocate for what they need. As educational institutions, they can campaign for
is what they needed by their institution to help refugee students. As a government, they
can tell us this is what they need. After we hear all of these conversations, we now need
to come up with a solution. The first solution we need to develop, I think, is to create
vocational schools that are working for people.
So we are hopeful that under a different administration, we can make some structural
changes so that the program is more realistic and provides refugees with all the
resources they need, not just the bare minimum.
Participants described their perception as:
What we need and what we are missing is that conversation between the governmental
and community agencies; then between community members, refugees themselves to be
part of the system. So they will be able to say what they want and how they want it.
I know the system gives money, and they spend money trying to resettled displaced
people, but they do not think about the effects. Is this good? This type of help? Is it right
for us in the long term in the long run, or maybe we need to spend more money on
educating people and powering the communities empowering individuals who have
dreams who have ideas to bring people out of the situation?

We need to create this type of conversation between community, governments, and
individuals; everybody should be included in this equation.
Summary
For the study participants' psychology, the resettlement of the displaced population on US
soil seems like an excellent opportunity for redemption—however, history contradicts the future
in this case, especially since significant changes over the years are hard to track. Nevertheless, a
redefinition of service delivery is needed where professionals at the local level can exercise
agentic power equally to disentangled bureaucratic control.
This chapter provided a comprehensive overview of data analysis from the demographic
questionnaire, participant interviews, and community observations. An inductive process of
analysis, domains, categories, and subcategories emerged to explain the study's phenomenon.
Two overarching domains emerged, analyzing the data describing participants' experiences and
perceptions, describing accessing and using social power, and how their organizational culture
has influenced and serviced refugees. The overarching domains are organizational performance:
refugee as human capital and Inter-organizational conflict: conflictual relationship. The
discussion, implications, recommendation, and future research are all discussed in the next
section.

DISCUSSION AND IMPLICATIONS
The findings above provide evidence of how the settlement organization approaches
resettlement. Based on this study's findings and consistent with the literature, these approaches
can be conceptualized as a tension between the organization’s performance itself and interorganizational conflict and competition. Given this context and other findings, this section

discusses the conceptual framework, the reviewed literature, the study's strengths and limitations,
implications, and future research recommendations.
Findings in Relationship to the Conceptual Framework
A helpful conceptual framework to better understand these findings is critical community
psychology (CCP). The central tenets of the CCP used for this study include critical reﬂection of
participants' worldviews and heightened awareness of structural violence. Critical community
psychology research is grounded in the belief that while multiple versions of reality exist, the
identifiable version of the reality must be interrogated critically to determine its potential to
sustain an unjust status quo. CCP helps identify the components of the findings that contribute to
the “furtherance of social justice and enhancing human rights” (Mertens, 2008).
Critical Reflection of the Study Participants Worldview
James W. Sire, in Discipleship of the Mind, defines worldview as “a set of
presuppositions which we hold about the makeup of our world.” In this study, the participant's
most important worldview is the purveyor of helping others stemming from their faith in the
phrase “a nation of immigrants,” one coined by President John F. Kennedy.
Participants talked about putting their trust in the US resettlement system while seeming
to pay very little attention to global and historic events displacing people. When one of the
participants was probed for clarification on what felt like a very narrow, local view of
immigration, she answered, “it seems to me that being a refugee, it is very much how lucky you
are with placement.” Placement is undoubtedly important to the refugee experience and one’s
future well-being, but it hardly captures the refugee’s full life experience or the forces that
brought the refugee to a particular country. The significance of the settlement organization and
its fixation on the nation of immigrant narrative has often been incongruent with this study’s

participants' worldview. Hong et al. (2017) describe what might be the far more realistic
experience of “refugees denied or delayed access into the US and those who are successful, in
many cases, encounter overwhelming obstacles, inadequate resources, and a complex system of
legal barriers.”
The participant's axiological beliefs of the United States as a “nation of immigrants”
pervade their daily lives. Based on this study's findings, their false narrative seemed closely tied
with buying into the dominant approaches that are capitalistic, patriarchal, and racist. These
dominant ideological structures impact American refugee resettlement systems in ways that
constrain refugee voices and their future opportunities. Such interpretations are consistent with
Slotkin’s (1998) analysis of where American exceptionalism goes wrong with the myth of: “the
conquest of the wilderness and the subjugation or displacement of the Native Americans who
originally inhabited it have been the means to our achievement of a national identity, a
democratic polity, an ever-expanding economy, and a phenomenally dynamic and ‘progressive’
civilization.” Slotkin's research showed that the United States' entire landmass was occupied
under a false premise, one supposedly mandated by God. The teleology of God’s mandate was
used as a justification for horrendous acts committed the world over, including the systematic
invasion of Africa and enslavement of more than half of her inhabitant to till the land in the
continent of North America—and to fuel the vast agrarian economy that created early America’s
wealth. This misconception is valued as exceptional, enabling the US to step out of the universal
moral law that bound everyone else and apply its own rules to deal with others. This sense of a
self-ordained right subtly but nevertheless seemed to influence the study participants' views and
their expression of helping refugees-migrants.

Equally problematic is this meme that places the refugee/immigrant as the “weary
traveler who has approached American shores—rocky, imperfect, and unknown, but expansive,
limitless, and defiantly hopeful.” When staff members in the United States who work with
refugees drink this proverbial Kool-Aid, it prevents them from seeking alternative ways of
serving these groups, and there was much evidence found of this in the current study.
Furthermore, refugees are not weary travelers; John Kennedy's statement, “There were probably
as many reasons for coming to America as there were people who came,” betrays the conditions
surrounding displaced people's departure from everything they love. It was never a “highly
individual decision,” as he claimed. Forced displacement, a growing global crisis, is never to be
likened to an individual decision made by any single refugee.
Heightened Awareness of Structural Violence
Structural violence hidden under privileged systems can create powerful institutions
feeding on capitalistic agenda within most developed society—In its various diffractive forms,
the system conveniently helps clouds the vision to dream big and place limitations on individual
growth projections. As Farmer (2006) argued, this study adopted a framework that would help
reveal structural violence forms that benefited entities who exploit refugee crises. The
framework also reveals a form of “cultural violence, which in many ways exposes systematic
assaults on human dignity and communal self-worth (Scheper-Hughes, 2004). The participants in
this study are fully aware of the US resettlement agencies' inability to meet refugees where they
are or help lead them to where they would like to be. The level of awareness reflected in the
interviews of these staff members is questionable. It is crucial, though, to examine their
positionality—all participants are minorities within larger agencies. These staff members often
have little power or consequential decision-making power about how the agencies are run. Even

though most of these participants had the chief executive officer (CEO) title, their decisions were
often driven by higher powers around them.
The political structure of the US Refugee Admissions Program through the Department
of State runs Reception and Placement. The refugees selected for resettlement through the US
Refugee Admissions Program are eligible for Reception and Placement (R&P) assistance by
government laws and contract design. The contract provides local resettlement agencies a onetime payment to cover the expense for the first three months per refugee. When participants were
asked what happened after three months, most said, “they expect refugees to have gained a
survival job.” This is after many researchers, including Karen (2005), who: “decried [the fact
that] most refugees arrive in serious emotional and physical conditions.” This reality of being
severely challenged is a given assumption in the formal socialization process for most refugees.
This single rushed process of trying to move suffering individuals to a stable state corroborates
the maintenance and reproduction of an unjust regulated organizational practice. One can argue
that these systematic social controls are an artificial means of compelling refugees to acquiesce
to the dictates (be the dominant power's cultural, political, or economic) of the US system.
The participants discussed the need to design localized care as an essential component to
refugee survival and well-being post-settlement; unfortunately, resources to supplement US
government funding drives resettlement agencies to complete disassociation. When the
participants were asked to share their experiences about obtaining external funding resources,
most say, the “large transformative grants typically go to the largest players in the state.”
Additionally, participants were asked about peer organization as an alternative to the dominant
organizations. The vague answers seemed to indicate that the government agencies have played
more than just a significant role. The state distributes funding opportunities between the nine

selected "Voluntary Agency"(VOLAG) settlement organizations and other localized settlement
organizations such as the ECBO and CBO’s. A participant said, “we have been working to
develop a bipartisan refugee caucus.” Part of the reason they were interested in this was to
wrestle power from the same old norms. The struggle, among some groups, to redefine, redirect,
reinvent and possibly challenge the government bureaucratic system is the visible disassociation
between these organizations. There is no empirical evidence to support bipartisanship approaches
would create a more consequential focus on ethics or push for more equalitarian norms in
settlement practices.
Another finding of this study is that mental health services are inaccessible. When they
are available, they are extremely limited, mainly because the state pays for such services. About
ninety-five percent of refugees admitted to the US are from an indigenous setting where cultural
and social structure directly relies on collective well-being. One of these influences is kinship
and other social relationships. Additionally, many refugees' home-culture uses homeopathic
treatment to restore holistic balance in the biopsychological system, unlike the allopathic
treatment used in the West to temporarily rid the body of symptoms.
Before granting admission, refugees undergo varying intense screening processes, “if
qualified for resettlement the individual may still be denied entry if diagnosed with excludable
mental health or health condition” (U.S. Immigration and Nationality Act, 1980). Diagnosis of
one of these conditions renders the individual medically excludable from the United States as a
refugee until he or she is symptom-free for one year. Nevertheless, Gong-Guy et al. (1991)
reveal “refugees requiring mental health intervention after resettlement in the US confront
additional barriers, including frequent misdiagnosis, inappropriate use of interpreters and
paraprofessionals, and culturally inappropriate treatment methods.”

To understand how this finding fits under cultural violence, we must look closely at how
such systems maintain sustainability. For instance, the Trump administration made several poor
attempts to recreate cultural superiority. His administration's partisan political support on
migration further embolden his signature moves toward the “American first” campaign. It is an
instrumental one to understand how such violation occurs and exacerbated. Though, it proves to
be a valuable testament to corroborate findings in this study.
Trump's policies of outright discrimination against everything embedded in the Universal
Declaration of Human Rights, his anti-UN policies while the UN is still attempting to mediate
with the US while providing aid. This whole process is filled with conflicts of interest,
particularly in light of multinational NGO influence and international complacency in the global
displacement crisis.
The history of the quota system and its abuse by the Trump administration violates
refugees' fates everywhere. Other outrageous events include mass family separation of migrants
in ICE detention centers and a 50% decrease in financial support and medical assistance for
resettled refugees. These policies make it more difficult for the researched group to survive
physically and psychologically, as these various forms of damage are more than anticipated.
Findings in Relationship to the Literature
The researcher adopted the CCP concept that assumes refugees adopted strategy of
survival should be complete rehabilitative without any forms of social control from the
hierarchical, bureaucratic establishments—in the context of conglomerated community living.
One significant entanglement to that, rights in the United States are conservative: the rights,
given by someone, or some institutions—with validation guarantee by the constitution or
selective judicial system proclaimed as the law of the land with no buffer zone of neutrality in-

between—concerning findings of this study, refugee rights, like all other citizenry rights, are
selectively managed. Access to refugees' rights managed by participants of this study with cooption by the federal government and other multi-nation NGOs. This study's findings bear marks
of similarities with findings in the literature reviewed—This re-examination attempts to spotlight
the critical spirit of inquiry.
Critical Reﬂective Overviews of Literature
As it is customary of critical inquiries, the literature review started with an inquiry into
the US Immigration system's controversial history. The uncovered phenomenon to a significant
degree pontificates the newest American of the eighteen and nineteenth had a vast realm of
choices. They share equal status with older residents—unlike the present times, where new
arrivals remain commodified to expand the resettlement industry while pauperizing a subsection
of the old and non-immigrant marginalized inner-city residents. In the uprooted, Oscar Handlin
explains the remarkable fluidity of the nineteenth century's social system and how each new
arrival group pushed upward to its predecessors' level. The literature findings made clear—the
newest Americans of the eighteen and nineteenth centuries were the German, Armenian,
Laplanders, Polish, Danish, Czech, Chinese, and Albanian. These immigrants’ cohorts could not
directly impose their ways upon the eighteen-century society; unfortunately, their greatgrandchildren's legislative present misconducts are despotic. Presently, the details are different,
but the logic is the same.
Another piece of literature worth re-examining is the work of Jessica H. Darrow.
Correspondent to the findings in this study—her street-level research concluded that workers
respond to the unique set of resources, constraints, and demands under which they work by using
their discretion to make practice choices to help them adapt and cope within the context of their

agency “demeaning of community-based infrastructures and networks” (Darrow and Scholl
2020). The findings predicted the foreseeable “low admissions and challenges in the settlement
process.” Right after her publication, a joint published 2020 year ending report by the Center for
Migration Studies (CMS) and Refugee Council USA(RCUSA), citing the Trump
administration—systematically weakened the US refugee resettlement program with the record
lowest admission ceiling, the radically restricted admissions from Muslim-majority, African
countries and the prevention and delay in family reunification as the primary cause of the
decline. While the Trump administration successfully uses the refugee-migration policy
weakness to rally its base, renouncing the USA's historic acclaim position as a nation of
immigrants, the problems predate the Trump administration.
Findings in Relationship to the Research Questions
1. In what ways does dominant refugee practice, which has historically been capitalistic,
patriarchal, and racist, impact American refugee resettlement systems?
a. The United States exceptionalism claim and violation of multilateral
agreements—the country's unapologetic disregard for international law reflects in
refugee settlement practice.
b. The US narrative representing refugees and migrants as victims with no agency
does more damages to these group’s survival psychology.
c. The continuous entanglement in the politics of labeling economic migrant vs.
political refugee in legal terms that serve to dehumanize them— repeatedly
“quantified” as a homogenous and potentially problematic category.
d. The distinction enforced by mainstream institutions accepted at face value
repudiate refugees' rights—In this way, refugees always deemed to need
“protection”—from “opportunistic” infrastructure.

e. The practice to support refugee resettlement while ignoring more pressuring
localized issues such as housing crisis, wages, and deplorable working conditions
leading to economic inequalities in marginalized communities leaves structural
racism intact.
2. In what ways are opportunities for refugee voice created or constrained by the dominant
ideological structures in both formal and informal settings.
As evidenced by participants' responses, it near-impossible that equality will eventually find
its way into the global displacement and settlement system. The political consequence of the
current system's social imbalance requires adopting a different resettlement conceptualization—
an alternative design to move away from the eurocentrism practice. The list below supports
events post-settlement constraining refugee adopted survival strategies.
a. Refugees have no decision-making rights in their resettlement processes—this
process continues post-settlement—the overemphasized need to find employment
quickly to support oneself regardless of underlined mental conditions post-arrival
adjustment.
b. There is not enough integration support for refugees after their first three months
in the United States. Lack of multi-year funding limits agencies' ability to provide
enough medical support, provide one-on-one or small-group psychosocial
accompaniment, or advocate for timely family reunification.
c. Even in years with relatively high admission levels, resettlement agencies
struggled to sustain necessary positions and funding levels. Because resettlement
programs do not control the number, pace, or particular needs of refugees
resettled in their communities from year to year, per capita funding has long
represented a source of instability for them (Darrow 2015, 5; Darrow 2018).

These agencies have also historically struggled to accommodate refugees' largescale secondary migration (Brown and Scribner 2014, 112-114).
3. In what ways can alternative models of settlement program coordination be used
a. Evidence gathered shows a lack of support for non-resettlement agencies.
Unfortunately, the CBO’s and EBCO agencies are closer to the affected
community.
b. For any alternative system to work, effectively prioritizing resource allocation
must be direct to the community and ethnic agencies.
c. Refugee with multiple migration experience regardless of bilingual abilities must
be invited to partake in decision-making.
d. The placement community struggling to survive cannot automatically support
refugee integration—this poses more significant challenges for refugees servicing
agencies. Migrants automatically resettled in these communities most often need
to compete for the same limited resources primary residents.
e. The generational disparity gaps felt in communities of color must be addressed
alongside any meaningful alternative settlement policies.
f. Collaboration across sectors involved in refugee post-settlement rehabilitation
g. Voluntary repatriation is an overdue discussion that must be heard and must be
part of any alternative settlement system.
STRENGTHS AND LIMITATIONS OF THE STUDY
The use of the critical ethnography method strengthens the researcher’s presence in the
identified community. This method, through direct observation within various stakeholder’s
agencies, including community partners, advocates, and members of the targeted community—
the researcher was able to make the position of power and privilege transparent to the

participants of this study and facilities empowerment among affected refugees with less power
and privilege. Ethnography method—sit at the intersection of participatory action research
“assume a critical stance, in which the researcher become change agent, collaboratively
interrogating study structures to achieve social-ecological transformation for communities being
studied” Barab et al. (2004). This study exposes gaps in the relationship between resettlement
agencies and refugee survivability. The qualitative approach expands understanding of this
population experience. It provides ways to engage study participants in collaborative and
participatory research while advocating for system change and empowerment agendas where
empowerment impacts refugee’s agency and those of resettlement community, including the
grassroots collaborations. Where everyone involves knows more than the primary resettlement
and integration processes. Everyone strives to understand how some refugees seamlessly adjust
post-settlement with a sense of ownership and learn how to influence a new environment; in
contrast to other refugees' failures to attain the same criterion, these conditions make up the
phenomena of interest. This study attempted to understand these organizations and the policies
that sustain their operations, how they affect or influence refugees' survivability, and inform
limitations encountered in the process.
IMPLICATION FOR PARTICIPANT
Undoubtedly, the successive waves of immigrants worldwide have created the
fragmented and multiethnic society the United States has become. At the end of 2019, statistic
shows 79.5 million forcibly displaced persons worldwide due to persecution, conflict, violence,
human rights violations, or events seriously disturbing public order (UNHCR, 2020). The
ongoing conflicts triggered by great hardship and trauma leading to loss of lives displaced
millions from the Syrian Arab Republic, Yemen, the Central African Republic, the Democratic

Republic of Congo, and South Sudan; extreme violence inflicted upon Rohingya; severe
economic and political instability faced by millions of Venezuelan and climate and weatherrelated hazard in Mozambique, the Philippines, China, and India. Migration Data Portal analysis
concluded majority are heading toward the Global North. For this study's participants, this is
excellent news. The participant's position was established in the previous section—new arrivals
are the essential commodity keeping resettlement institutions from collapsing. The sense that we
amid a period of considerable uncertainty is yet to register with study participants prefigurative
worldview. The unfortunate realities expressed in the growing body of evidence of discontent in
both liberal and conservative policymaking toward migration and cracks in geopolitical
solidarity that once placed refugees as a political priority are no longer sustainable. The
“seamlessly cracking” demands “a growing international consensus on the need to ameliorate
refugee-producing conditions, to prioritize refugee protection, and “to operationalize the
principles of burden- and responsibility-sharing to better protect and assist refugees and support
host countries and communities.” (UN, 2018).
The extract below is from the Center for Migration Studies (CMS) and Refugee Council
USA(RCUSA) report:
On December 17, 2018, at the end of an intensive two-year engagement and
consultation process, the UN General Assembly adopted the Global Compact on
Refugees (GCR). Affirmed by 152 countries, the United States and four other
countries arrogantly opposed the GCR agenda.
This should be a significant concern for the study participants and all humanitarian
professionals in the US. For the “United States to remains the largest donor to UNHCR”
(UNHCR 2020b) and stand in opposition to GCR mission to strengthening the global refugee
protection system—the GCR launched a two-year process to develop a Global Compact on

Responsibility Sharing on Refugees (“Global Compact on Refugees”) and a Global Compact for
Safe, Orderly, and Regular Migration for persons on the move:
The recommendations fall into several categories: (1) responsibility-sharing for
the protection of refugees; (2) filling in protection gaps; (3) balancing and
replacing deterrence strategies with protection solutions; (4) refugee
resettlement; and (5) building refugee self-sufficiency. Some of the key
recommendations include
The implication for participants in this study includes the forbearance to participate or use
GCR recommendations. The global compact recommendations include:
•

the development of a responsibility-sharing formula to respond to large movements of
refugees;

•

the development of an early warning system to identify and respond to nations in crisis;

•

the adoption of principles included in the Nansen and Migrants in Countries of Crisis
initiatives;

•

the use of temporary protection measures to protect populations that flee natural
disaster;

•

the adoption of model processes that ensure safe and voluntary return;

•

cooperation between destination and transit countries to expand refugee protections;

•

the provision of asylum and due process protections at borders;

•

the use of development assistance to ensure the self-sufficiency of refugees;

•

the adoption of a goal to resettle 10 percent of the global refugee population each year;

•

the establishment of a refugee matching system between refugees and resettlement
countries; and

•

the adoption of coherent strategies involving all sectors to address large movements of
refugees.

CONCLUSION AND RECOMMENDATIONS FOR FUTURE RESEARCH
A refugee that witnessed the death of loved ones—of both parents and forced to flee for
safety. Spent years navigating displacement camps while enduring inhumane assaults: being
gang-raped, malnutrition, corporal mutilation, or forced to committee other immoral sins.
Migrating from one country to another lasting for more than twenty-five years before being
resettled by UNHCR and ORR into the United States will most likely not care for the study's
findings, nor the exiguous resources settlement organizations provide.
Refugee resettlement typically characterized by physical displacement, social disruption,
and interpersonal challenges, and these experiences of disconnection are associated with
sentiments of loss, grief, and emotional distress (Morgan, 1994; Vromans, Schweitzer, &
Brough, 2012). The international campaign to resettle away from the conflict zone is a form of
resistance to supports refugee-migrant freedom of thought and the freedom to engage with others
on many intellectual levels. Unfortunately, study participants acknowledged institutionalized
discrimination—placing impediment between refugee integration, recovery, and adaptation at
post-settlement. Apart from migration experience, resettled refugees share many common values
and beliefs system—Many are from indigenous communities where gratitudes are regarded as
the highest moral values. Many of the compulsory integration measures across the United States
aim to ensure that refugees adapt to host culture values are increasingly used as control agents.
Analyzed data obtained from participants shows that humanitarian professionals in the
US lack the absolute power needed to be receptive to refugees' ever-changing demographics in
their respective agencies. For many experts in this field, the helper-mentality assumptions are
often so strong and embedded that the expert may not be openly conscious of damages unless
challenged.

Focusing on an analysis of Albert Einstein's life, a refugee who fled Germany for the US
in 1933—became a renowned professor of Theoretical Physics at Princeton University. Albert’s
openness to scientific rigor and his willingness to tap into post-settlement opportunities stemmed
from self-determination beyond identity and label politics; his embrace of cognitive justice
ultimately allowed him to breakdown barriers.
Labels and identity remain the number one obstacle to refugee strategies of survivability
post-settlement pursuit regardless of contextual expertise. Many refugees are exposed to
traumatic experiences before leaving their countries of origin. These exposures, coupled with
experiences described as an identity crisis in the resettlement country, play a significant role in
the functioning and recreation of human agency post-settlement. The conclusion is that these act
as criteria to misplaced values that underpin survivability once settled into American society.
In the past three decades, US political institutions and the economic sectors have
experienced tremendous deteriorating conditions with a delirious effect on international and
national state migrant’s resettlement institutions. No doubt, the 2020 democratic win of the US
election signals substantial social change. However, previous experience analysis shows study
participants and other powerbroker’s strategists always neglect past lessons. For them, it is
mostly about modernizing the US institution through direct foreign exports of more refugees and
never about pinpointing the root cause of displacement.
The US resettlement institutions' economic growth is estimated to be around 60
percent—The outcome may well be economic growth for the industry for some years, as
immigration analysts indicated. However, per this study assessment, it is difficult to see how the
narrative of optimism can be sustained beyond the next decade since the current growth does not
seem to lead to structural change either in the United States or the countries of displacement. The

participant’s prestige and influence make critical cofactor to understand the constructed
arguments used to justify the expected dramatic change in US resettlement structures during the
Biden Administration. Experts assess the main reason for the overdramatized change as the
apparent contributing economic decline in the country of displacement.
Philosophy, a call to action—The fundamental objective of philosophy should be about
changing lives, changing the human condition for the better. Based on evidence from the result
section, refugee migration and admission raises more fundamental questions than the US
positivity-soaked society can comprehend. The link between participant's philosophy and postsettlement institutions primarily constitute helper-syndrome enriching settlement society.
Using epistemology to examine how participants come to learn what they know—the
crucial components needed to prepare refugees for the United States complexities. The findings
point to righthood-gift to set-aside human and environmental conditions leading to displacement
and embraced buffoonery ideologies concealed beyond mockery promises. The study
participants learned from watching and rethatching policies they could identify themselves with.
This frame justified everything bad and good about resettlement and community-based NGO
mission. However, this same frame of reference dehumanizes refugee Americanization.
Paradoxically, a larger percentage of refuge-migrant operate inside an enclave of institutional
limitations. The prevalence pattern placed many resettled generations and newcomers in no
exceptional triumph situations.
Hence,—A longitudinal study might be able to beyond the current western human
services paradigm. Another study could explore ways to empower the standalone community
and ethnic-based agencies because of their proximity with the affected group—A quantitive
study to analyze the adopted accompaniment model's effect. Additionally, study to explore

unpredictable variables regarded as the root causes of refugee displacement—Cultural
anthropology study of displacement societies to uncover forced migration pattern.
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Appendix A
DOCUMENTATION OF INFORMED CONSENT
EXAMINE STRATEGIES OF SURVIVAL: UNDERSTANDING DIFFERENT PERCEPTION OF
RESILIENCE AND ADAPTIVE CAPACITY AMONG AFRICAN REFUGEES LIVING IN
CHICAGO.

Purpose of the Study - You are being asked to participate in a research study. The study is titled
“An examination of strategies for survival: understanding different perceptions of resilience and
adaptive capacity among African refugees living in Chicago”. The purpose of this study is to
explore strategies of survival among male and female refugee resettled in Chicagoland.
The Interview Process - With your consent, you will participate in a 12-question interview
lasting approximately 1 hour in duration. The interview will be video recorded. For your records
you will be provided a copy of your signed consent form. Participants identified to complete the
1 hour- long interview will receive a gift card. . Your participation is voluntary, and you may
discontinue your participation at any time without penalty.
Use of Participant Data - The data from this study will be used for an independent research
project and only I and my advisor will be analyzing the findings of this research. It is possible
that the findings may be published, and in that case, I will ensure that the data will be discussed
in an anonymous way so that no one individual can be identified.
Protection of Data & Ensuring Confidentiality - Upon completion of the interview, the
recordings will be stored in the voice and video digital recorder for no more than 24 hours. In the
allotted time, the audio and video will be transferred from the digital recorder to a personal
laptop, which is password protected where I only have the password. The data will remain on a
personal laptop for the duration of the study. The recordings will be transcribed and cleaned for
any personal identifying information (e.g., names, addresses) and provided an accompanying
participant ID number. Personal identifying information will be stored with the assigned ID
number in a separate excel file so the primary investigator may identify the participant but that
will be unidentifiable to others. Therefore, transcribed data will not be identifiable to anyone in
the case that the security of my personal computer is breeched. These interview data will be
stored for 3 years as I proceed to write up and possibly publish these findings.
Potential Risks & Benefits - Participating in this study is anticipated to have low-minimal risk.
The probability and magnitude of harm or discomfort anticipated in the research are not greater
in and of themselves than those ordinarily encountered in daily life. Socially, you may feel
uncomfortable by reflecting and answering questions about your migration experience and the
stressors of integrated in Chicago. It is also possible you may feel good about reflecting on your
experience. You are likely to not have any direct benefit from being in this research study, your
taking part in this study may contribute to better understanding of how African refugee resettled
directly from home-country and refugees resettled from camps(protracted) process resettlement

experience in new environment. Please remember you may choose to withdraw from this study
at any time.
In the event you have questions or require additional information you may contact the researcher:
Moshood Olanrewaju, National-Louis University, 122 S. Michigan Chicago IL.60603
If you believe that answering any questions is harming you, you may stop at any point. If you
have any concerns or questions before or during participation that you feel I have not addressed,
you may contact my Primary Advisor and Thesis/Dissertation Chair: Dr. Brad Olson, National
Louis University, 122 South Michigan, Chicago, Illinois, 60603. Email address:
If you have any questions or concerns about this study that you would like to ask of the
university, you may contact the chair of NLU’s Institutional Research Review Board is Shaunti
Knauth, Ph.D., National Louis University, 122 South Michigan Avenue, Chicago, Illinois 60603;
Phone:
Email:
I understand by signing below my participation in the research will be to take part in a 12questions video recorded interview lasting approximately 1hour

_______________________________________
Participant’s Signature

________________________________________
Researcher’s Signature

____________________
Date

_____________________
Date

Appendix B

Demographic Profile
1.

IDENTITY
Name
Gender
Age
Birthdate
Single, married, or divorced
What is your hometown, village, or city you are from?

2.

RECENT HISTORY

3.

How long have you been away from home?
Less than 1 years
1-4 years
5-10 years
11 or more years
What was happening at the time you left home? (Pick one)
War
Famine
Human right violation
Environment and climate change
Other_________________________
Where you in a refugee camp? (Pick one)
YES
NO
When did you leave that home? Please specify month and year. What was the main reason you left?
(Pick the one main reason)
Imminent threat to your life or family life
Economic reasons
Family reunification
Avoiding military conscription
War
Ethnic conflict/cleansing
Others______________________________

4.

How long did stay in the refugee camp
1-3
3-6
6-7
7-10

5.

When you left, how did you decide on your destination?
(Pick one main reason)
Geographic proximity

Ease of border crossing
Family
Local community ties
Economic opportunities
Felt more comfortable/cultural affinity
Others__________________________

3. High point scene:

This scene is a high point, or what some people might
call a “peak experience.” This should be an event which
you experienced before migration or (Premigration,
such as camp experience) that you thought was positive
or wonderful and you now look back on as a high point.
Please choose one scene like this in your life story in
which you experienced positive feelings of some sort,
such as joy, excitement, happiness, or inner peace.
Describe it for me in detail. Make sure to tell me what
led up to the scene, so that I can understand it in
context.

4. Turning Point:

•

What happened in the scene? Where and when
did it happen? What were you thinking and
feeling in the event? Why is it an important
event?

•

What impact has this event had on who you are
today?

•

What does it say about your resettling
experience?

In looking back on your life experience, you may be
able to identify particular “turning points” – episodes
through which you experienced an important change in
your thinking about yourself as an immigrant.
Please choose one key turning point scene and describe
it in detail. If you feel your life story contains no clear
turning points in your thinking about migration, then
describe a particular episode in your life that comes
closer than any other to qualify for a turning point – a
scene where you changed in some way.
Again, please describe what led up to the event, what
happened in the event, where and when it happened,
who was involved, what you were thinking and feeling,
and so on. Also, please tell me how you think you
changed as a result of this event and why you consider

this event to be an important scene in your life story
today.
5. Multicultural Identity

Multicultural identity is an individual’s sense of
connection to one’s race, ethnicity, gender, native
language, religion or any other group. It is how much
you identity and how much you connect to others in
your same ethnic group.
•

Can you explain a moment or event in your life,
during a time when learning was taking place,
when you felt proud to be part of your ethnic
group?

•

Can you recall a time when you when you had
negative experience in village, compound, within
family or school based on your race, ethnicity,
gender, native language, religion or any other
group with which you identify? How did you
feel? How did you react? What did you do?

•

Considering the religious or spiritual aspects of
your cultural upbringing. Please describe in a
nutshell your religious beliefs and values, if
indeed these are important to you. Whether you
are religious or not, please describe your overall
ethical or moral approach to life.

What else can you tell me that would help me
understand your most fundamental beliefs and values
about life and the world? What else can you tell me that
would help me understand the overall philosophy of
your adopted new life?
6. Acculturation Capacity:

Acculturation is successful process of social,
psychological, and cultural change. In order to
demonstrate you’re learning through values, customs,
and norms of the host society. Acculturation capacity is
also about your own psychological ability to figure out
how to get the help you feel you need to be successful in
your adopted environment. It also has a lot to do with

cultural change and how easy or difficult it is for you to
fit in, to become your very best.
•

Can you recall a time when you newly arrived?
Did you experience cultural shocks? This could
be something as formal as turning on a gas stove.
Do you recall how this made you feel? Did you
like the responsibility? What did you do? Who
was with you?

•

With your new identity as immigrant, when you
needed help with resettlement process, who did
you typically turn to? Or, did you try to figure
things out on your own? Was regular newlyarrival training available, did you take advantage
of them?

•

As you undergo the resettlement process, how
supportive was the refugee community? Do you
recall certain humanitarian agency member(s)
pushing you? Were there agency members who
did not support you? What was this like for you?
How did this make your feel?

•

How confident are you that you will adjust? Will
your integration be within a year (or “more”)?

Refugees’ level of integration and adaptation depends
on a number of factors, including premigration
experiences, the departure process and the post-arrival
experiences and environment.
•

More than half of the admitted refugee take 5
years to adjust, are you confident it will take you
5 or less years? Why?

•

Are there people in your life who will support
you through this? Who are they?

•

Can you give me specific examples of how they
support you?

•

7. Self-Efficacy and GRIT

Or if you think you pass adjustment stage, do
you mind sharing the experience?

Self-efficacy is also linked to stronger perseverance of
effort.
Literature review show refugee who use many camps
before arriving in US tended to persevere longer. Selfefficacy is the belief that you can be a success. So, the
refugee who uses more than one camp believe that they
have the ability to be successful at US. They also
believed that they tend to finish things they set out to
start.
One of the topics I am interested in this study is
comparing resettlement agency survival strategies with
individual adopted survival strategies, like selfemployment and financially stability. Are you selfemployed? Are you financially stable? How long was
your reliance on resettlement agency? Can I ask you
about self-reliance? At what point do you decide a
change is needed in your social status. Based on your
observation, I would like you to compare with example,
both system.
•

Do you think you will be successful in US?
What are your reasons for your answer? Can you
think of a specific example in your life to
support your statement? How did this moment
make you feel?

•

Do you finish what you start? Can you think of a
long-term project, something lasting more than 3
months, which you started and successfully
completed? Describe the project and give details
around what it was and what it was for.

•

What was it like to work on this long-term
project? Were there interruptions? How did you
force yourself to stay on track? How did you feel
when you completed the project?

8. Host Environment
(Context)

•

Would you consider self-reliance a success?
Would you consider your adopted survival
strategies a long-term success?

•

What are some long-term successes you hope to
complete in your life?

In a survival situation an ability to play and laugh at
what is happening improves chances of coping well.
The mind, rather than being overwhelmed, is able to
absorb
•

Can you relate to the question? What are some of
your survival strategies?

•

Tell me about host environment in the US. What
is the community like here for you? Are you able
to absorb necessary information?

•

Let’s first focus on the resettlement agency.
What is it like for you to get help from
resettlement agency? What are some pros and
cons? Without naming any names, what can you
tell me about resettlement agency survival
strategies? What do you like and dislike about
their strategies (operation)?

•

How would you describe the refugee agency to
someone who has not experienced it? What are
some characteristics? Such as, safe, empowering,
competitive, fun, etc. Have you ever experienced
a community like this? Is it similar or different
from other communities you’ve been a part of?
In your detailed answer, feel free to compare it
to any other communities that you think are
appropriate.

•

Would you say that YOUR perceptions of
refugee assist program is pretty similar with
those of OTHER alternative Programs providing
self-integrated services?

9. Barriers/Challenges/Need Every organization and community, even the best, has
challenges associated with it, and there are resources it
needs to make the community a better place. Many
refugees become discouraged, mentally and financially
distressed, while others find their strengths, start small
businesses, and are thriving.

10. Assets/Strengths:

•

What are the most serious barriers, challenges
and needs you see in the refugee community? I
am interested in needs and challenges both of the
physical or tangible kind (for example, housing
insecurity, mental health services, etc.) but also
the social and psychological kind (for example, I
find it hard to connect with other refugee, I don’t
feel like my caseworker “get me”, etc.).

•

How do these barriers impact you? If you are not
impacted by anything, why? Do you see others
being impacted? If so, how are they impacted? If
not, why do you think?

Every community has more or less obvious forms of
strength or assets. In terms of the resettlement
community (both refugees and humanitarian
professionals), members have skills, abilities,
knowledge, and forms of commitment.
•

What are some of the resources that exist at
resettlement agency that make your refugee
resettlement experience positive? Be specific and
list the strengths of the program.

•

Are there specific supports you access regularly
like ESL training, employment, immigrations,
mental health, etc.? What about the library and
computer labs? What are some other resources
you access that help you be the best you can be?

Is there anything else you would like to tell me about
resettlement agency, employment opportunities,
training/education, or other adopted survivability
methods in Chicago?
11. Alternative
Story/Idealized Future
Scene:

Now I am going to ask you to do something a little
different. Your personal story in relation to your
migration experience is not only about the past as you
remember it, but it also includes the future as you
imagine it today.
Please imagine for a moment a very different life story
than the one you now live. Imagine the future now,
rather than the past. I want you to imagine a scene from
the future in your life. This would be an event or
happening that could realistically happen in your life, in
your community, or on the job - something in the future.
Imagine just such an event and describe what it might
be like.

12. Survival strategies

•

What might happen? Who might be involved?
What might you be thinking and feeling in this
future event? Why would this event be
important? What impact might this imagined
future event have on you, if indeed this event
were to happen in the future? What impact
would it have on your family?

•

Imagine that you were not here now. What
would life be like?

•

What do you think you would be doing if you
were not in the US

The biggest challenge for most people trying to cope
with difficult situations is breaking free from inner
prohibitions that act as invisible emotional handicaps
hence survival strategies is needed.
Fortunately, almost every person is born with the ability
to learn how to handle unfair situations and disturbing

experiences. Science says anyone can learn how to
become better at handling life’s challenges. It is possible
to avoid victim/blaming reactions by developing
learning/coping responses by adopting survivor
personality.

Conclusion:

•

As a survival, can you tell me how you’ve been
able to handle crisis? What are you like when
you are in crisis? How did you survive migration
experiences and still manage to be so happy?

•

Is there a basic survival pattern adopted? If so,
what are the traits?

Thank you for this interview. I have just one more
question for you. Given that most people don’t share
their life stories in this way on a regular basis, I’m
wondering if you might reflect for one last moment
about what this interview, here today, has been like for
you.
•

What were your thoughts and feelings during the
interview?

•

How do you think this interview has affected
you or would later affect you? Do you have any
other comments about the interview process?

•

Of all the questions, I asked so far, is there
anything I didn’t ask that you would like to tell
me?

Thank you for taking the time to talk with me today. Please feel free to contact me directly if
you have any questions

Appendix D
Email Recruitment Letter
Subject Line: Participation Needed to Examine Refugee Adopted Strategies of Survival
Dear _____________
My name is Moshood Olanrewaju, and I am a Doctoral candidate in Community Psychology at
National Louis University.
I am reaching out because of your important work with the African Refugee Community in
Chicago I am reaching out to ask you to participate in my study. My focus is to understand
refugees’ strategies of survival using psychological theory and practice. I want to explore the
potential and limitations of self-adopted and community led strategies. The study will rely on
the use of interviews to gather information. In-depth face-to-face interviews will be conducted
with participants who agreed to be interviewed. All participants will be videotaped. This
knowledge will contribute to the development of understanding refugee experiences and help
build a more integrated theoretical framework about their experiences.
Therefore, due to your rich experience as an African refugee living in Chicago. It would be
greatly appreciated if you would consider participating in this study. I am excited to be providing
this space to hear your views and perceptions of African refugee voices and experience.
I’m glad to answer any questions you might have pertaining the study and the process.
Consent: I understand that by signing below, I am agreeing to participate in the study (examine
strategies of survival: understanding different perception of resilience and adaptive capacity
among African refugees living in Chicago.). I also give permission for my videotaped images to
be used in scholarly and scientific presentations in which case anonymity cannot be guaranteed.
As a reminder, the Interview will last approximately one hour.
_________________________

__________________________

Participant’s Signature

_________________________

Date

__________________________

Researcher’s Signature
Moshood Olanrewaju (Principal Investigator)
Professional Studies and Advancement College
National Louis University, Chicago, IL. USA

Date

Appendix F

Surface Structure:

Deep Structure:

Coding System
Inductive

Inductive Reasoning: Survival Generalization
African Refugees are not thriving in the host environment
All African Refugees understood social and economic barriers
Education is a top priority to 75% African Refugee in United States
African Refugee has different adopted strategies of survival
African Refugee Cultural Integrity always reflect in Adopted Strategy

Deductive
Deductive: Mix-Method Examination
Refugees can do better embracing cultural identity
Strategies Survival is undermined by Social influence
% of Africa Refugee are doing better than the natural-born citizen
Survival is a natural human instinct

Abductive
Abductive: Comparative Analysis
Role of Social Influence in Refugee Integration
Compare the acculturation process between African, Midwestern, and As

Table 2: Narration Admission Process step by step
Step 1: Individuals are determined, usually by the UNHCR, to be of refugee status. A
refugee is "someone who has fled from his or her home and cannot return because he or
she has a well-founded fear of persecution based on religion, race, nationality, political
opinion, or membership in a particular social group"
Step 2: Individuals are referred to the U.S. government by the UNHCAR, a U.S.
Embassy, or a trained Non-Governmental Organization.
Step 3: A Resettlement Support Center (RSC), in partnership with the U.S. Department
of State, collects and compiles the refugee's background information and personal data.
This packet is used for background checks and presented to the U.S. Department of
Homeland Security (DHS) in advance of an in-person interview.
Step 4: The State Department runs the names of all refugees through a CLASS
(Consular Lookout and Support System) background check as well as additional check
phased in from 2008 to 2010.
Step 5: Certain refugees are selected for a review called a Security Advisory Opinion.
These cases are referred to a number of U.S. law enforcement and intelligence agencies
and require a positive clearance to continue resettlement. This check is performed
simultaneously with the CLASS review.
Step 6: Refugees are fingerprinted and photographed by a U.S. government employee,
usually on the same day of their DHS interview. This data is checked against U.S.
government databases.
Step 7: All refugee applicants are interviewed by DHS's U.SS. Citizenship and
Immigration Services (USCIS). An officer from USCIS travels to the refugee's country
of asylum for a face-to-face interview. The information cleaned from the interview is
passed to a DHS officer who will further confirm if the applicant qualifies as a refugee
and is admissible under U.S. law.
Step 8: If the USCIS officer determines that the applicant meets all U.S. resettlement
criteria, the officer conditionally approves the application and submits it to the U.S.

Department of State for final processing. Once the security checks from steps 4, 5, and
6 have cleared, the conditional appeal becomes final.
Step 9: Approved resettlement applicants undergo medical screening conducted by the
International Organization for Migration or a physician designated by the U.S.
Embassy.
Step 10: Refugees are assigned to Voluntary Agencies in the U.S. who will place
refugees with the local resettlement agencies that will assist refugees when they arrive.
In Rochester, the Voluntary Agency is the Conference of Catholic Bishops and the
resettlement agency is Catholic Family Center.
Step 11: While waiting for final processing, refugees are offered cultural orientation in
preparation for initial resettlement.
Step 12: In order to depart for the U.S., refugees must pass a final interagency
clearance check for any new information.
Step 13: Refugees given clearance for admission to the U.S. arrive at one of five
airports and Customs and Border Protection offices review all documentation. Final
checks ensure that the refugee is the same person who was screened and approved for
admission to the U.S.
Table 3: Presidential Memorandum
By the authority vested in me as President by the Constitution and the laws of the
United States, in accordance with section 207 of the Immigration and Nationality Act
(the "Act") (8 U.S.C. 1157), after appropriate consultations with the Congress, and
consistent with the Report on Proposed Refugee Admissions for Fiscal Year 2019
submitted to the Congress on September 17, 2018, I hereby determine and authorize as
follows:
The admission of up to 30,000 refugees to the United States during Fiscal Year (FY)
2019 is justified by humanitarian concerns or is otherwise in the national interest. This
number includes persons admitted to the United States during FY 2019 with Federal
refugee resettlement assistance under the Amerasian immigrant admissions program, as
provided below.
The admissions shall be allocated among refugees of special humanitarian concern to
the United States in accordance with the following regional allocations:
Africa . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 11,000

East Asia . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4,000
Europe and Central Asia . . . . . .. 3,000
Latin America/Caribbean . . . . . .. 3,000
Near East/South Asia . . . . . . . . . 9000
Table 4: It is important to emphasis the different between mainstream community psychology
and the critical community phschology theory adopted for this study

Figure 2:
The diagram below provides a visual presentation of refugee resettlement structures in the city of
Chicago—draws a visible disadvantage line between the “governors” agencies registered as
formal organizations and those “governed” over
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Refugee Strategies of Survival: Problematizing the Status of Refugee Organization and
Promotion Alternative Forms of Resettlement
IRB Participant
Principal Investigator: Moshood Olanrewaju, MPA
Faculty Advisor: Dr. Bradley Olson, Ph.D.
Demographics – Service Providers
Demographics:
Gender
Participant Position

Length of time as a service provider

Language(s) spoken
Were you previously a refugee
Country of Origin
Type of Services Provided

Female
Male
• Case Manager
• Supervisor
• Director
• Community Organizer
• Employment Services
Specialist
• Advocacy/Policymaker
• other (please specify)
0-2 years
2-3 years
3-5 years
More than five years
English
Spanish
Yes
No
Prefer not to answer
United State
Resettlement Organization
Ethnic Based Organization
Community Based Organization

Parking Lot
To paraphrase the ancient sage, the more we know about posttraumatic growth (PTG), the more
we know that we do not know very much. This volume demonstrates, however, that there are a
variety of aspects about which we have some reliable data. It is clear that individuals who have
faced a wide array of negative life challenges report that their struggle with those difficulties
have, paradoxically, had positive effects on their lives. It is the personal struggle precipitated by
the environmental demands, rather than the events themselves that sets into motion the cluster of
changes that we call posttraumatic growth.
Empowerment can only be manifested when African refugees in the U.S and across the country
can be part of the decision making and that’s phase one of the intervention.

To what extent does intrinsic survival support refugee's daily, regular, routine behaviors
within their adaptive environment?
To what extent does extrinsic survival support those new behaviors refugees need to
survive in an environment or situation not previously experienced, such as the host
country?
The path to America: Regardless of country of origin(s) all migrants describe as refugee
verified to enter United States have undergo a rigorous thirteen-step screening process.
Resettlement is a permanent solution for refugees who can neither return to their country of
origin nor be settled in the country that is hosting them. The screening process, broadly
speaking, is a series of security checks, interviews, reviews, medical screenings, and
redundant interagency checks. Below is a synopsis of the process as detailed by the U.S.

Critical and Organization Ethnographic:
A critical approach questions the traditional separation of theory and method, interpretation and
data, subjective and objective, and ethics and science, and particularly the treatment of the
second term in each pair as constituting valid research. Critical ethnography prefers to see these
binary constructs as interconnected, making mutual contributions to knowledge.
Ethnography is a form of naturalistic inquiry that has a specific interest in culture (Sarantakos
1993). The word "ethnography" literally means the writing of culture (Atkinson 1992). The aim
of this type of research is to see the world through the eyes of the members of the culture being
examined (Barnes 1996), and to document the social interactions among these members
(Arnould and Wallendorf 1994). This includes accounting for information learned by members
to enable interaction and studying the way in which behavior is subsequently organized (Triandis
1980; Spradley and McCurdy 1972). As ethnographic research is emic in design (i.e., it attempts
to describe occurrences as they are experienced by the subject [Arnould and Wallendorf 1994]),
there is an acknowledged lack of objectivity in most ethnographic research (Atkinson 1992; Holt
1991; Johnson 1990; Spradley and McCurdy 1972). By acknowledging the subjective, partial,
and local nature of the analysis, ethnography claims only to provide one interpretation of the
phenomenon of interest; potentially one of many.

•

What are the structure and strategies of U.S. based resettlement organizations working to
resettle refugee?

•

What do programs focus on?

•

Who are the top donors?

•

How is fund raised?

•

Where are their funds allocated?

•

What are their milestones/achievements?

